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Orphans' Asylums Refused to Three Apartment Houies Des- - Mounted Policeman Rusk Is Still
On the Job, But Many Would
Take Son and She Gave Him
troyed at Cleveland, Ohio,
Succeed Him.
Carbolic Acid.
This Morning.
'

i

Albany, N. Y., March 6. Cliargod
with the murder of her own child, Mrs.
was
Edith Melber of Schenectady,
placed on trial here today. On Jauuary 13, the body of the boy was found
in a clump of weeds on the outskirts
of Albany. His face had been tarri-- !
bly burned by acid. After a long in-- !
vestigation, Mrs. Melber was arrested
and confessed. She said she was e
to take the boy from the Schen-- !
ectady orphan asylum' because she
could not pay his board. Admission
was refused at any Albany institution
and she purchased carbolic acid and
some candv. walked to the nlace
where the body was found and poured
the acid down the child's throat when
he asked for a drink of water. Then
she kissed him, laid his body on the
ground and took the next car foi
Schenectady.
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HON. GEORGE CURRY.

GURRY ON

UST WAIT

It Will Be January

1, 1913, He

Before State Officers
Go In
SPECIAL

SEWN

MAT

STOLE $100,000 OUT
OF HIS

PEAOSSl

YEARS

TWO

A

POCKET.

New York Broker Relieved of Bundle
of Securities on Way
to Bank.

Accompanies Plenipotentiaries to Rebel Camp
Near Juarez

ACT HE IS DOING SO UNOFFICIALLY

But This Is Unlikely Unless Taft Federal Defenders of Chihuahua
Approves Arizona Con
Reported to Be Scarcely
stitution.
a Thousand.

6.
Securities
New York, March
with a market value of more than
$100,000 were stolen from the pocket
as ha
of George Bancroft, broker,
was on his way to deposit them in a
safety deposit bank' on last Thursday. The pickpocket substituted an
envelope for the one taken and Mr.
Bancroft did not discover the theft
until today.
Like Bomb Shell to Police.
New York, March 6. The robbery
evidently was done by persons thoroughly familiar with Mr. Bancroft's
habits of depositing
securities on
The envelope was substi
Thursday.
tuted so closely that it resembled the
original and deceived Mr. Bancroft
who deposited it and it was not until
his , son weut for the securities thiw
morning that the robbery was discovered. So bold a robbery in daylight
in the heart of the financial district,
came to the police like a bombshell.
Years ago, Inspector Byrnes drew a
dead line across the city at Fulton
street, below which he ordered no
crook or pickpocket should go even
on an innocent errand under penalty
of instant trouble with the police. The
crooks soon learned that the order
was meant and for years the financial
district had been the safest place in
the world.
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St. Petersburg, March c. -- Ninety
children
persops, many ot whom
were burned to death and 4mi others
were injured in a fire that .li. .stroyed,
the moving picture theater at Bole-- ,
'
goie on Sunday.
Million Dollar Fire.
Minneapolis. March C Mrs. Mary
Buck, proprietress of a restaurant in
Syndicate building which was
stroyed by fire last night, and one of
the two women reported missing, was
reported safe today. The other wornan is still missing. The fir. lamage
jS estimated at a million.
Other Woman Found.
March II. f.rter. the
tUinnf
issing woman was accounted for.

Acting Governor Jaffa has appointed
W. Wood of Cuates, Union
county, a notary public,
A De-- r
Deer.
Game and Fish Warden Gable has
received word that Deputy Warden
C. B. Clark has arrested John lianies
at Mogollon on the charge of killing a
deer and out of season. Barnes was
fined
and costs.
Holiness Association.
Papers are filed in the territorial
secn taiy's office of the Southern Jloii-- !
ness Association of Klida, Roosevelt
county. The association is declared
"interdenominational and evangelis-- r
tic" and its main object is "to glorify
God. xalt Jesl,s Christ 0,lr savior an(i
.
the Holy Ghost, our sanctifier." There
'
y,
is no capital stock, and the iucorpora-',
of
s
6
loll
Today
Cleveland, March
of Elida; A. E.
tors are O. B.
the persons injured in the early morn Kurth of San Kelky,
Antonio,
Texas, and F.
ing fire that destroyed the three AvEast
Yl?,c,
at
ery apartment buildings
A, E.
nVnnrfl Ofl
VT,,t.
f f tors are O. B. Kelley, president:
v
E. S. Simms.
president,
some through collapse of floors, but
.'
and Mrs. Mary Hills, treas
most of them in leaping from win- secretary
urer,
lhe
duration or the association
.
dows. Three may Ale.
is 50 years. The incorporation papers
declare that "no person can become a
BLOW AT INITIATIVE
member of the association who uses
AND REFERENDUM.
liquors!
opium, morphine, intoxicating
unless prescribed as medicine, and the
ooioraao supreme toun nanus uown use and gaie of tobacco in all us
forms is prohibited. We insist that
Important Opinion in Response
to Legislative Inquiry.
our members refrain from playing all
and
kinds of hurtful
brutalizing
Denver, Colo., March (i. Tha Colo- - games, vain dressing and wordly
ratio supreme court today in answer to amusement and belonging to secret
ruled that all orders."
a legislative inquiry
amendments it js stated however, that all mem-anproposed constitutional
all initiative and referendum laws.hers may be required to wear a
be published in full in on? pap?r form
hat or cap and buttons as
in each county of the state for four prescribed, when in active service,
consecutive weeks. The court de
Change of Agent,
clined to answer a similar inquiry
,,
change of agent is announced by
on
the
from Governor Shafroth
ground the rnif3(j states Treasury Mining
that he nad no ngnt to asu regarding company of New Mexico, Edward
the constitutionality of the bill until
James, the former agent, being sucit was before him for approval. Un- ceeded by W. A. Kelley, at Chloride,
der this decision the jrovernor cannot N. M.
ask the advice of the court regarding
Governor Home Wednesday.
the constitutionality of a measure be
Governor Mills has wired Mrs. Mills
fore he has taken action on it. The
that he will be in Chicago tonight and
decision is regarded as a blow to the
to leave on the limited, but if
expects
proposed constitutional amendment Vn inwrr.i- rmt nirtimm n;lntinnQ fill
v,.. flint
ur
lauuuL
fvi
putting into effect the initiative and
which
next
will
train
take
the
he
train
.
referendum.
leaves at 10 p. m. According to this
:arangement the governor will arrive
ADAM STADTMUELLER
DIES
jln Santa Fe by Wednesday. He has al-OF PNEUMONIA.
ready visited his son Wilson Mills at
Ann Artor, and now is coming directFor Forty-fou- r
Years He Was Care- ly home. Governor Mills has been in
taker at St. Michael's
Washington, where he worked hard to
College.
iget the statehood bill passed by con--
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TERRITORIAL

ENGINEER

CHARLES

D.

PER

WILL HARASS

STEEL INDUSTRY

MILLER.

4,000100

RES
i

i

STANLEY

DUKES

ASSERTION

H. P.

500,000

ME

UNUSED

Introduced Resolution in Final Great Progress Is Being Made
Rush on Saturday but
In Construction of Gocd
j

It Failed.

,

Roads.

March 0. Searching
Washington.
inquiry in'o the existence and opera"Steel trust,"
tions of the
will be the first action to be taken by
the incoming congress, according to
Representative Stanley of Kentucky.
Mr. Stanley introduced a resolution in
the closing liouis, of vhe lasi congress
providing for such an injuiry, but it
failed of action in the final rush. He
says he has assurances of the Democratic leaders that the resolution will
.
be talcen up an(1 passed in the opening
'
days of thJ coming extra se5Sio,,.

one-sixt-

million borse power from the fall of

-

...

.

Teniiorial Engineer
D.
Charles
Milhr makes imhiic the following
s
which are the result of careful
calculations and scieniilically gathered statistics.
They are a revelation,
for they show that. New Mexico uses
of the water avaiiahls
only
tor irrigation and has In reserve half
its streams.
It is estimated that, there are
approximately T'.O.oou acres of irrigated

j

land in New Mexico. It has been previously estimated that there was wa
t?r supply
acres but from
UNCLE SAM HELPS
compilations recently made by this ofSUPPRESS LIQUOR TRAFFIC fice, it assumes that there is at. least
water available for 4.00(1.000 acres.
Gives Access to
League of The following statement taken from
Internal Revenue Office Rec- water records that have been collect-orded on seven streams, will substantiPresident Taft En- ate the above statement.
dorses Work.
gress.
March 6. The inter-- : Streams
Acre-Fee- t
Colo.,
Denver,
Mr. Rusk on the Job.
nal revenue has come to the aid Animas at Farmington
.
804,6(iU
The mounted police headquarters of
in preventing Canadian at Logan . .
the
.
league
074,329
are swamp(J witll letters V)f applica
I
...
I UIC StriiJllK- Ul JflUUl
.
IU U1J
II
LUUliUO
2S6.340
tion tor tne omce oi mouuieu ponce- Rio Grande at Buckman
.
e aterresiucn.
158,018
'.e.ea
Mr.
that
of
the
view
,11
in
report
mat,
m
Hia wnrlr nf tni Mimbres at Faywood ...
To ft
. .
7,085
was
stated
Rusk had resigned. It
,
at Carlsbad
.
15
a few
aK8,S07
today that J B. Rusk still is on theileaS"
San
.luan River
.2.050,000
the move.
ivritinoifor
i
io n
"'"-'"U LUVl
1V no.i in
AS a TeSlllt Of tllO OVnGT t hO local
V,D
- ail
nn OUWUIULWt 111.
LU1
JUL ICi
'll lliv
TotaI
5.719.129
'officers will start a vigorous cam- 'ul'-c- Pix million acre feet is of sufficient
of
for
the
j paign
suppression
For the Treasury
in the counties of Weld. El Paso, quantity to cover the entire Territory
The following sums for the
M8a- Boulder, Larimer, Delta, Mont of New Mexico 0.9 inches in depth.
Ul'J' il ave been received by Territorial
The above statement of 4, 000. 000 acres
Taca
v Tnrrps rose and Rio Grande. It has been the is
Treasurer M. A. Otero
therefore conservative owing to the
sen
to
ot
intox
liquor pectuiers
Thorn- - habit
treasury of Socorro $773
fact that a number of streams in the
as McBride, treasurer of Colfax coun- icating spirits in the "dry" territory western portion of the
Territory have
without a government label 011 their not been
ty, $207.97; Chris Raithel, treasurer of
included, also high runoffs
officers
to
prevent
Luna county, $522.71; Camillo San- wares,
tor the White Mountain and Alamo- from discovering whether they had se- (Iruinnwa
chez, treasurer of Guadalupe county
ftc lin,.;
cured the necessary license, and in
$",21.38; Game and Fish Warden GaMillion
Half
Horse Power,
this manner turn the offenders over to
ble, $5:1.00.
ln
nectlon with the stream flow
the government.
Mann to Remain in Office.
a
a ,
miinp. thP rpvoriiip ref'''ds and river profile it is estimat,
As the term of District Attorney
ed that there is 500, Ouo horse power
the names of
make
will
office
public
Klock has now expired, Governor
as yet undeveloped in this Territory.
all persons securing liquor permits,
8 "
"
dollars U l.WnK spent
,,,.,,'v, ,.,1,1
.
,
,JBeven ouSand
Mann in his place, despite tne decision
bv the territerv in collect
- annually
In
over
fed
the
to
the
go
records.
williPle
or the supreme court, and there
jjng
pn th(, water re.
building and, work in conjunction S0lirces (lf
be therefore no change in district
Mexi 0. This work ,3
..uu ivC..uc ne,ng f.;irrie(, ,ln n,1(,r tne mos,
to.
torneys, unless Governor Mills so de - jwun uie guveiu.ueuu
officers say they are not forwarding date methods, usi'iik the most imnnrtat
Prohibition
movement,
the
the!ant s;alions. The Friez automatic
same time they are sending men into gapes, of which there are 13 now in
GRAND JURY EMPANELLED;
districts to arrest all vio- - operation and 5 Bristol automatic
S. G. CARTWR1GHT, FOREMAN.
lators of the revenue laws and stamp pages, m this important work New
out the practice of selling spirits with - Mexico ranks as high as any other
Judge McFie Deliveres Charge This out a license.
state e st of the slope of the Rocky
Afternoon
Busy Term
mountains.
Three hydrographic sur- Ahead.
for the adjudication of water
CATHOLICS MUST SEND CHIL- DREN TO PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS, rights have been completed, namely:
Judge John R. McFie today empan,
auu tiayaao rivers.
Detroit. Mich.. March C- - In an ef elled the territorial grand jury, and
Carey Act.
selected fort to more strictly enforce a law is- Samuel G. Cartwright wa
Under the nrovisions nf the fa.-orareman.
Rnen v a rone in uic l mi lwihu
1.909
tn send their Act acceptance passed by the
1'
Twenty talesmen were drawn also LU".
.
.
.v,
c, melt uimvt; ueen two segrefor the United States grand jury. children to Catholic schools whereevgations practically made amounting
tomorrow, er possible, the bishops of the prov-Th- to
which will be completed
20,000 acres, 10,000 acres bv the
a
issued
Monince of Cincinnati, have
petit jury will be drawn on
Lake Charette Reservoir and Ditch
of next week,
iter providing a penalty for the
The letter Company, Springer, New Mexico, and
McFie began hi3 charge to observance of this rule.
10,000 acres by the Oasis Development
of
the Pope
direction
the territorial grand jury shortly aft was issued by
Company, Artesia, New Mexico. It is
or
er 2 o'clock this afternoon, George W. and was read in the 175 churches
expected that 150,000 acres will be
the Detroit diocese, for the first time segregated under the
Armijo interpreting into Spanish.
provisions of
"We
of
letter
The
says:
yesterday.
this law within the year of 1911.
Judge McFie outlined the duties
no
not-mture
confessor,
' rect that in the
grand jurors, and said that he
Irrigation Districts.
ed with satisfaction that at least four having facilities in this province, abi'nder the provisions of the irrigaof the men who compose this jury solve parents who require their sons tion fligtri(.t law, two projects have
been formulated and are now doing
have served at one time or other as and daughters to attend
foremen and who therefore, are tbor- schools, unless such parents, when go construction work. Orchard District
oughly conversant wih the manner of ing to confession, promise that they Irrigation Company of Aztec, New
conducting the business before the will send their children to a Catholic Mexico, 12,000 acres. Las Vegas Irschool at the time to be fixed by the rigation District, Las Vegas. New
jury.
There is a big docket for this term confessor or agree that they will abide Mexico, was for 16,000 acres. In spite
of irrigation
of court and a busy time is ahead for by the decision of the bishop, after the of general conditions
iud2e lawyers and jury. The court case has been referred to him. Under bonds throughout the country, securi- fund also is ample owing to recent these, conditions, the cases of parens ties of this character in New Mexico.
,
close collection of delinquent taxes who send their children to
He schools are referred to the bishop."
(Continued on Page Five.)
by District Attorney E. C. Abbott.
j
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El Paso, March 6. Felipe Seijas
Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, March 6. At- of Juaiez, one of the men mentioned
General
Wickersham holds
torney
rebel junta a.t Washington as
that the extra session of Congress by the
may approve the constitution of New having 'made a peace proposition to
then the Ei Paso junta declares he is not
Mexico. If there is
the first regular session bsginning actillg for the Mexlcan government
- '
Decent 'oer next, should h;,ve rpp;rtu- - out
merely as a private citizen and an
,
mty to disapprove. Friends oi New t'lu time
friend of Abraham Gonzales,
Mexico in each House would prevent
disapproval at the special or regular Seijas admits that he was accompa-sessioand this will only delay state- - nied to El Paso by Cruz Gonzales, the
e
hood until January 1, 1913, when the cousin of Abram Gonzales, by J.
officers would take charge. Dele- - cia, cuadre, tax collector of Juarez,
gate Andrews and Judge A. B. Fall- and by former Governor Curry of
are in harmony on statehood and de- New Mexico, but says that Curry
matters and are said to companied them merely as a disinter-havreached an agreement on New ested witness.
Mexico matters.
Fighting at Tapia.
Governor Mills returned home on
El Paso, March G. Mail advices
from Torreon say that American
Saturday.
Penrose will be the leader su Carothers has received official ad-o-f
the Republicans at the special ses- - vices of severe fighting at Tapia,
On Saturday evening at 11 o'clock,
Senator Owen is fighting the rango, in which dynamite was used, LONG BEACH BARS
LURID BATHING SUITS. there passed over the borderland, one
Senator The rebels left the city after many
leader of the opposition,
of the, best known residents of Santa.
Bailey and his friends and probably were killed on both sides and then
wno ior over
will control the Democratic side.
destroyed the water works. There California's Prohibition Sea Side Re- ie, Adam stautmueuer,
forty years had been faithfully and
Owen threatens that if President have been no trains north in or out of
sort Will Also Censor Garments
constantly working for the Brothers
Taft disapproves the Arizona consti- - chihuahua City since January 29, and
Displayed on the Beach.
of St. Michael's college.
He suctution, that he will have the House none south since February 28th. Ad- cumbed to an attack of pneumonia.
at the special session appoint a Demo- - vices to the Herald deny that 2,000
6.
A
March
mor
Long Beach, Cal.,
cratic committee to investigate politi- - federals are defending Chihuahua. "A ality crusade launched by Chief of Po Hundreds and hundreds of boys haveknown him and will say that his abcal and other conditions in New Mex- - thousand is a big estimate," the dis- - lice Mover has
brought about an in- sence must be felt for a long time. He;
ico and will ask to be chairman of the patch says.
teresting situation. While managers was a native of Brooklyn, N. Y., and
committee so that the investigation
!nfa'ntry Relieves Artillery.
ot various places of amusement, are
be thorough and not merely formal
gan Dieg0 CaUt March 6Com. wrapping sacks and sheet3 about table onma in Cona Vet i f tha
tha
'mere is no iiKeniioou oi
pany H, Eleventh Infantry, reached itgs and stage settings, to the delight latp
wioi
Tw,,ir,h
me
lau approving
Tin .Tnana. California, onnnsite Tla of
patrons, the police edict that all un- funeral tnnk nlace toda.v from the
tion unless the recall of judges is Juana
Mexfco LoWer California, seemly conduct on or off the
stage old church nf San Mi mid. Hnrla! was
eliminated.
from uonterey today, and the artil- - must cease is
proving ser'ous to many made In the Rosario cemetery.
Must Stay Out at Present.
was
lery frQm Fort Rosecrans
business concerns, such as bathhouses,
6.- -T0
Mulligan & Rising were the funeral
D. C, March
ed frQm
boundary patroJ duty The
postcard dealers, owners of nickelode- directors.
callers Saturday afternoon President infantry wiu endeavor t0
the
patroi
ons and others. The chief has advised
Taft expressed the opinion that the ne from Tia Juana tQ Calexl
a dfg.
the bathhouse people that bUhing
territory could not attain statehood by tance Qf Qne hundl.ed mUes
suits for men and women alike must
executive proclamation alone between;
RO
be extended below the knees and must
the interim of the extra session and:
cover the wearers to the ne.4: This
the regular session next fall, since MORMON PROPOGANDA
CAUSING ANXIETY. will mean the
the enabling act provides that "fail-- ;
expenditure of many
ADVANO E
hundreds of dollars. Parading along
ure to disapprove" on the part of
Churchill
until
Home;.
That
after.
not
beach
on
or
the
Says
is
streets
Secretary
the
in
operative
these
Congress
g
Nation is Aroused Over
costumes Is strictly prohibited. Bathe close of the regular session 101- cious Activity,
the ratification of the consti- thers must go directly to the water, Will Not
Appeal Freight
tution by the people.
stay as long as they aesire and then
Decision of Interstate
It is conceded among the law makLondon, April 6. Home Secretary don their regular clothing.
ers that the dissatisfaction with the Churchill today stated in the House The bathing-sui- t
Commission
question has disArizona constitution on the part of 0 commons that the attention of the turbed church
people and others for
of
effect
the President may have the
government has been attracted to
many seasons, and Moyer says he will
statehood cent
New
Mexico
of Mormon activity try to
His WEST VIRGINIA
DEBT FIXED
satisfy the complainants.
' through such tactics as were Indulged amongallegations
the women of this country and crusade is also directed
against pub
in by Senator Owen.
have begun an investigation. While lic dances.
In this event it will be July or Aug-- ; he had no official information to sup- Owes the Original State Some
ust 1912, before the territory, can
the assertions that young girls
come a state by executive proclama-- : are being induced to emigrate to
thing Like $7,000,000 and
X
BEAVERS ARE GROWING.
tion and without the sanction of Con-'- , Utah, there is no doubt, the secre-gres- s
Interest.
No.
The
Dam
Fe
Santa
80,
S
and in that event, New Mexico
tary 'gaid( that the matter is causing S Independent Order of Beavers, X
will elect its state officers at tlfe
36
dep concern and he proposed to
will formally open their lodge 36
In
election
Washington, March 6. In accord
1912
and;vegti gat u exhaustively.
36
rooms with a big blow out to- - 36 ance with the agreement among the
.these will supersede the territorial of-- !
36
night: From 40 to 50 candi- - 36 railways of the Western Trunk Line
ficials on January 1, 1913.
witad m r
nnnii
36
dates will be admitted and the ) 36 Association, the western lines have
The Arizona constitution has been
FOURTEEN YEAR OLD BRIDE.
Beavers
Commerce
to
the
give evidence of being 36 notified the Interstate
Taft
referred by
attorney gen36
one of the leading fraternal or- - 36 Commission that they will cancel the
eral for report.
"
Pueblo, jColo., March 6. H. F.
36
in commodity
ganizations in the city and 36 proposed advances
41 years old, and Laura M.
county. The new quarters on 36 rates, and will accept the recent rulAT
BALLOTS
RECOUNT OF
of
his
three
'bride
Comstock, 14,
days, 36 Don Gaspar avenue,
CHICAGO IS ORDERED. were
opposite 36 ing of the commission. Already the
arrested on their arrival In 36 the Montezuma hotel, are
well 36 Chicago and Northwestern has canPueblo from Hot Springs, Ark. After 36
suited
for
club
and 36 celled the advance, and it is expected
purposes,
F.
Dunne
Edward
Defeated Candidate
r
a
investigation by Chief 36 the Beavers are enthusiastic 36 within the next three days, all wescnarges lross prauas ana
Yund, the couple were released. Pass 36 over
the future of the order. 36 tern roads will have taken similar acengers on the Missouri Pacific train 36 All Beavers
corruption.
and about-to-b- e
tion.
who
did
6.
not believe they were marCounty Judge
Chicago, March
36
Beavers
are
West Virginia Owes $7,182,507.
by Pres-- 36
requested
Owens today ordered a recount of the ried, caused the investigation. The
Washington, March 6. The sum ol
ballots cast at the primary on last girl was dressed in her school frock. 3v ident Burke to put in an ap- - 36
Tuesday.- The order was issued at the Her husband is" six feet five Inches 36 pearance tonight and those 36 $7,182,507 was held today by the suinstance of Edward F. Dunne, who on tall, Is gray haired and weighs 215 36 who belong to the National 36 preme court of the United States to
36
Guard, of course, will attend 36 be the proportion of the $33,000,000 of
the returns was defeated for the Dem- - pounds.
ocratic mayoralty nomination by Car-- A Mark of Culture An article of 36 drill and then go to the Beav- - 36 the old Virginia state debt which West
ter H. Harrison by 2,000' plurality out comfort and Convenience is a fine toil-o- f 36 ers' meeting. Refreshments 36 Virginia is under obligations to bear.
120,000 votes cast. Judge Dunne et set. Read about them in the new 36 will be served and a bigtime 36 The court left the final determination
charged that gross frauds were com- - ad today for the Santa Fe Hardware 36 is promised.
$ of the matter, including the question
and Supply Co.
.
36 36 36 36 36 36 36 363636 36 36 36 36 36 36 of interest to the states.
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES,
and Superintendent.
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasure-

Entered as Second Clas

Matte; at the Santa Fe Postoffice.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Daily, per week, by carrier
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Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
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by mail
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OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

It is sent to
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico.
circulation
a
and
and
has
in
the
growing
large
Territory,
every postoffice
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
JUL AGO.

joined and will be held for the costs.
Continues the Liberal:
"Two of the cases were against
men who had long since left the
country. One of the cases was against
.1. W. Gould, who thinks lie has got
a kick against the Land Department.
or the I'nited States attorney, or)
somebody. Some time ago Mr. Gould
purchased the Harrison cattle, and.
on
the range.
his improvements
Among these improvements was a
drift, fence. Mr. Fanner came through
the country on an investigation trip,
and found the fence was an illegal
one, and notified Mr. Gould that it
should not be on the range, and instructed him to tear it down. Like
Mr. Gould
a law abiding citizen
obeyed instructions and took the
fence down, and afterwards sold his
interest in the cattle range. Now
a couple of years later, without making an inquiry to see if the instructions of the agent of the department
had been complied with, suit is
brought, aganist Mr. Gould to require
him to remove a fence that is not in
existence, and he will have to hire a
to
defend the suit. Mr.
lawyer
Gould says, furthermore, that two of
the men the deputy marshal had
ummons for never own4l, built, nor
had any connection with any fence
in that section of the country, and
they, probably, will have to hire
lawyers or he held for costs. It is
not surprising that many people are
sore against the land department."

R. X PALEN, President,
L. A. HUGHES,

Cashier,
Assistant Castor.

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
NEW MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

-

Capital Stock

-

$150,000
80.000

Surplus and Undivided Profit -

Transacts a
business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of
money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms as
are given by any money transmiting agency public or private.
Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of four per cent
per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal advances
made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank.
executes all orders of its patrons in tbe banking line, and aims
to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects, as is
consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking.
Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the public is
respectfully solicited.
general-bankin-
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gentlemen sitting near by.
The day current will work a revolution. A bachelor will find it an easy
matter to heat the water for that
morning or afternoon cup of coffee or
tea; the barber will be enabled to
give facial massage with an electric
vibrator; the dentist will find a wonderful new friend in the delicate
work of penetrating a tooth to be
filled; physicians will have a search
light at their disposal in assisting
them to examine and treat patients.
Here to Stay.
"The day curent is here to stay",
said Manager Frank Owen this morning, as his face beamed brilliantly
with pleasure. "It may not pay us for
the first year but we mean to work up
the business. There are a thousand
and one uses for electricity night or
day and we expect to work up the
business. We shall double the capacity of our steam plant this year to
generate the power and before long
we expect to be prepared to give figures to farmers and ranchers on the
cost of digging a well, installing a
pump and then running it to irrigate
their lands. We will give figures, too,
for cooking, heating, ironing, and for
running machinery.
The current was on everywhere this
morning, the night current continuing right" on without a break and
those who found their offices dark
and dreary due to the leaden skies
had only to press a button to fill their
rooms with light. At the capitol the
new current was at once pressed into
service in several of the offices and
its utility was appreciated.

THE

PROFESSIONAL

One of the Best

Hotels

ROOMS I N'j.SUITE

the West

in

WITH PRIVATE BAT il

Cuisine ami
Table Service,

Large Sample

Room for Commercial Travelers

j

Unexcellf

j

SANTA FE, NEWiMEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

HOTELS

OTEZUMA

RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
Thirty seen rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lifted and ventilated,
Room&en suite with private bath an 1 phone.
FINE SAMPLE ROOM.

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM, FINE CU.ISJNE

CARDS

THOS. DORAN

RATES

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

Proprietor.

C0R0NADO HOTEL
ONE OF THE 3EST SH3RT ORDER

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

CUISINE

Chae. F. Easiey,
Chas. R. Easley.
Santa Fe.
Estancla.
EASLEY & EASLEY,
Atto rney
w
WILLIAM

HOTEL

Q

W'LLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

Manager Owen said today that he
would havs several announcements
to make in regard to the new current
in the near future.

RESTAURANTS

IN THE CITY

TABLE SERVICE GOOD

AND

LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY
HOT AN D OOLD BATHS.
KLEOTRI O LIGHTS
Every Room
RATES 60c t
G.
LUPE HERRERA, Prop.
a Good One.
$1,00 per

da;

McKEAN

Attorney-at-La-

Taos.

Mining and Land Law.
. . .
New Mexico.

rnnUnl

L2.126

Montezuma Ave.

U3pil!l
TELEPHONE

C. W. Q. WARD

Territorial District Attorney
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Las Vegas,

-

Q. W. PRICHARD

DP!

Two Blocls From
One B.ock West olCapito'

1

BLACK

ATTRACTIVE DINING
ROOM-Go- od
Service.
N. M

j

SOFT DRINKS

w

!

Tie

following

Telephone Red 35 ami

have
yow orders delivered.

are suggested to tte thirsty as something coei aod writing

GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON BREW

E. C. ABBOTT

:: x x
Genuine Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE

Attorney-at-La-

Practice

l

COURTEOUS TREATMENT
Proprietor, Mr. L. C. KENNEDY. Santa Fe,
j
'

Attorney and Consellor-at-LaPractice in all" the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court
Office : Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.

88

AMERICAN OR
EUROPEAN PLAN

Aitorneys-at-La-

Practice In the District Courts as
well a before the Supreme Court of
the territory.
.
. , New Mexico
Las Cruces.

Mnti-t11

HANDSOME ROOMS

New Mexico

HOLT & SUTHERLAND

the District and Su
preme Courts.
Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
Santa Fe,
New Mexlce
Jn

....

All drinks made from

filtered water

SANTA

ssr

FIZZ,

COCO

COLA,

FE BOTTLING

HEKRY

WORIS

KKCK,

Proprietor.

HARRY D. MOULTON,

IIPEKIAL LADHDRY

Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe,

'

e

1911.

OF SANTA FE.

et!'"-ntio-

g

J. B. READ,
F. McKANE,

6,

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

WORKING MAN'S WORST ENEMY.
ROTTENNESS IN PITTSBURG.
It
still
Clermany is not considered a prohiis
up.
cleaning
Pittsburs
bition country. In fact, until recent
had bee erne a synonym for political
even the poorest family servfin-- ; years,
arid moral rottenness. Reform
ed beer at every meal except breakwill
as
it
everywhere,
trh!:iiphed
illy
fast, and the average Herman spent,
eventusilly. for the mass of people is his
ARE OH
Sundays in the beer garden taksimis
and
at
heart
t'eceni and clian
not
was
It
him.
with
his
ing
family
ply slew to arouse and assert itself,
for an. entire congregation
ltm the litter element found that; unusual,
services to go to th
NIGHT
the work of Hercules in cleaning the after morning
nearest Iki r warden and there spend
a
was
taski
trivial
stables
Augean
the aft rnoen in dancing and sipping
compared with the work of dethron-- j
big bumpers of beer with the clergyit.g graft in the Smoky City.
man, at the head table. A people of
Beginning of New Era of
New Mexico has been held up the
kind can hardly be called Purithat
THE SILVER LINING.
the
weeks
few
before
as;
public
Comfort For This City
past
New Mexico should
devote
the
but tanical or fanatical. Vet, among the
a mass of political corruption,
and County
Germans, total abstinence is making present year to peaceful and quiet
the worst of the lies and slanders:
of
"of the
great headway. Not on account
turRelieved
development.
8 gainst its people, were not near as
moral or religious
punctiliousness,' moil of political warfare it can give
bfiC. as the truth
that is told about but on
purely commercial and indus- undivided attention to its material
L
churches,
of
wealthy
FittstuirR. a city
trial grounds.
growth. Tts government, from govof v,;st crcanized charity, a center of'
Kaiser Wilhelm, himself a heavy ernor
down to county
officials,
and industry.!
euitare ;;.".!
and Vaults Will Be
experienced Cellars
One of the worst, evils alleged by drinker at one time, learned through is in safe, competent,
cold.
scientific
of
the
statistics
and
the
for
hard,
hands,
postponement
the
is
growing
Made As Bright as Sun
the Voters' League
custom of having annual school pic- army surgeons that even moderate eighteen months of its hope for stateBy New Power.
the efficiency of hood may indirectly serve the good
nics. paid illegally out of the school: drinking impaired
the
soldier. These surgeons,
per- purpose of a period for introspection
been!
funds. Some of these "have
heavy wine bibbers themselves, and development. Fortunately, the Old Sol, of whose rays New Mexico
nothing more than drunken orgies haps
in town,
for the directors and their dissolute but imbued with ihe characteristic territorial and most of the county proudly boasts, has a rival
Children German thoroughness and scientific governments are in the hands of It is the day current of the Santa Fej
friends.
and disreputable
were convinced that the total the organization Republicans,
and Water and Light Company and Mr.)
from the schools have been taken spirit,
a better soldier than the Republican organization can per- Day Current did some excellent work
made
abstainer
of
women
and
men
to picnics with
seen; the man who took a nip every time fect, cement and strengthen itself this morning when the sun was out
the underworld.
They have
he thought he felt bad, or thought wonderfully in this period of quiet. of commission by rain and fog.
drunken women from the tenderloin!
he needed a "bracer." or drank as a It will be enabled to catch up finanThe promised boon for the city hasj
on the (lancing platform, and gambsocia- cially, it can go into every, precinct arrived and everyone is happy for it
or
matter
of
inclination
habit,
on
the
vocation,
lers piling their
combility, even if he did not drink to the to prepare for the battle of the bal- means development, progress,
grounds."
of intoxication.
lots in November 1912, when New fort for Santa Fe city and county.
A financial statement covering ten point,
It means that cellars of stores will
From this conviction applied to the Mexico will elect besides its state,
years shows that school expenditures
Presi- be of genuine use. because they may
and
county
a
to
was
but
it
officers,
legislative
with
the
reach
cent
i2
put
army,
step
increased
have
per
On New Year's day, be made as bright, as day. It means
14 per cent increase in the i:u .'aer same conclusion as to industrial work- dential electors.
territoof pupils. One subdistriet showed a ers and a great temperance move- 1913, the new officers will take charge that vaults in offices, federal,
officent increase in expenses and ment is now on among them. Even of the Territory and now is the time rial, county or merely business
to see to it that they will all be Re- ces, will be so lighted that books may
the
New
at
here
home,
Mexican,
Many
right
attendance.
in
a loss
has be easily placed and papers found. It
publican. Political
agitation
instances of carelessness, extravag- has frequent opportunity to verify been
laid for the time, and everything also means that on a cloudy day a
and the hard fact, and has learned from
ance, and waste in
bitter experience that "King Alco- points to peace and prosperity for hostess may give a luncheon and have
by the central board are cited.
ho!." is the greatest enemy of its the present, and the triumph of Re- her guests see what they are eating
in
purand
In awarding contracts,
real as well as admire the gowns of othor
employes. It sees that even the mod- publican principles when the
chasing school supplies, graft, big
test comes in November
of next er ladies present or the profiles of the
little, seems to have been the acknow- erate use of stimulants impairs the
of its force and this applies year.
ledged order of the day. To quote efficiency
to
skilled
the
worker even more than
the
from
instances
several typical
to the
LET THE GOOD WORK GO ON.
employe. The man
report:
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
who drinks cannot be depended up
Fe
banta
county s
"The president of one
grievance
on
he
in
loses
his
time,
emergencies,
against Senator Owens of Oklahoma
board was found who has collected work is
less perfect and less, satis is the greatest, for it must lumber
a percentage on every contract made
MASONIC.
ocfactory, he belittles himself in the along for two years more in an un
by his hoard for years. On one
and settled financial
eyes of himself, his employer
which
condition,
casion he insisted on collecting twice even
Montezuma Lodge No
those who work by his side.'Men handicaps trade and industry and prefor the same contract. He demanded who command
1, A. F. & A. JI. Rag
sober. vents growth and development. Howwhen
pay
good
was
contract
his money before the
communication!
uiar
cut deeply into their income directly ever, by a close- collection of taxes,
inapproved by the board, and then
of eac!
first
Monday
and
the
and
average
indirectly,
with an adequate assessment
and
sisted on a second bribe before he
hal
at
month
Masonic
it
when
for
advertises
help, under careful expenditure of public
would permit payment for the work. printshop
at 7.30 p. m.
be understood that it funds, both the county and the
lets
it
always
on
the
sat
who
city
It was this director
H. H. DORMAN,
does not want a "boozefighter," but can continue to make
important and
doorstep of an agent until far into
Master
a
total
abstainer.
prefers
permanent improvements. The counthe night waiting tor nis orioe. i
CHAS. E. LINNEY, Secretary.
But speaking of the experience in ty officials are interested in
good
was another director who went, to a
"American
Industries" roads and .they can peg away syste
candy merchant and told him that bis Germany,
&anta Fe Chapter No. 1.
matically on the good roads projects
board had appropriated a certain sum. says:
A. M.
R.
Regular confit
into
that
the general plan of givfor candy. The merchant replied
"Nearly all the trade associations
vocation second Monday of
that this was just enough to buy good issue special rules, pamphlets, and ing the county a model highway from
each month at Masonic
posters directing, attention to the Santa Cruz to Stanley via Santa Fe
candy for the children.
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
in
one
from
and
Rio
direction,
the
the
cried
director, danger and menace of alcoholism,
"Enough.'
JOHN H. WALKER, H. P
''well, I should hope so: you get only especially during working hours; tem- Grande to the Pecos via Santa Fe ARTHUF SELIGMAN.
' half of it. The other half comes
Secretary.
to perance in the use of alcohol at other in another direction. They can also
times indicating that it is not a do some necessary bridge building,
me.'
Santa Fe Commander
No
'Why food the feeling of gaiety induced such as replacing the structure over
"The merchant explained.
1. K. T.
Regular conclavi
man, you'll be feeding the children is caused by a mistaken impression the Santa Fe washed away at Delga-din each
street six years ago. The city too
jfeft fourth Monday
of the brain, and that it does not enpoison.'
lc
Hall at
can aid in the good roads work, by
month at
to
do
workmen
more:
director:
the
able
the
that
sneered
"'Poison,'
7:30 p, m.
'what the hell do I care as long as I the use of alcohol sent more than widening and straightening such imCHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C.
15.000 persons last year to prisons portant thoroughfares as east Palace
get my money?'
Avenue. Every improvement made W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
"And ge got it.
and reformatories.
"Another director Molo the tickets
cautioned now, will hasten the growth and devare
workmen
"The
which were to be distributed to the gainst excessive drinking at their elopment that all expect when stateSanta Fe
hood relieves
ot Perfection No. 1
at a
children for the
meetings and assemblies and, as far cial difficulties.the county of its finan- 14th degree.Lodge
Ancient and Accepted
school picnic, and sold thera to a as possible, it is
that
they
suggested
Scottish Rue of Free Masonry meet
'barker' at half prica
avoid appointments and holding
of
on
the third Monday of each monts
"Some years ago a large contract
meetings at places where drinking SLANDERING
KNIGHTS
OF CO- at 7:30 o'clock in- - the
was to be let for the building of ;k may be expected. Workmen can do
evening to
LUMBUS.
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
new school on the North Side. A their best to help their fellows
by adIt is not only New Mexico that had Visiting Scottish Bite Masons are cor
number of the directors were graft- vice and example, thus
maintaining mud thrown at it during the recent dially invited to attend.
ers. Four (iirectors were to be paid their industrial
in
integrity, which,
session of Congress. Even the CathS. SPIT ', 32.
$1,400 each. The money was placed turn, means
the industrial supre- olic church came in for a share and
Venerable Master
in envelopes, one for each director, macy of the fatherland."
the
intimation was as vile and sland- HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
and put in a hat, which was left in
erous as that against the people of
the room of a prominent hotel. It
Secretory.
this commonwealth. Said an Assowas night and the room was dark. SUGAR BEETS AND SUNSHINE.
ciated
Press
on
B. P, O. ft.
dispatch
Saturday
The directors went to the room one
Experiments madt the past two
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O.
at a time, each taking out his en- years in T'tah show that the sugar morning:
"That a resident of Washington, holds its regular session on the iac
director beet needs the highest possible
velope. When the fourth
had represented ond and fourth Wednesday of eacn-- i
came for his envelope none w;.3 there. amount of light to assure the maxi- whom he named,
It was necessary to pay him later... mum of saccharine contents. One himself to him and other congress- month. Visiting brothers are Invited
A. J. FISCHER,
The director who took out of the hat portion of a long row of beets was men as able, through the Knights of nd welcome.
Exalte Ruler
two envelopes, and thus made r; ore covered with bunting, a second with 2 Columbus, to deliver for a suitable J. D. SENA.
a
with
third
three
Catholic
consideration
thickvotes
in
Secretary.
large
money than in his business in a thicknesses,
nesses and a fourth portion was left blocks in various districts throughout
eve-- y
year's time, was also taking
month from the janitor of the buill-iu- uncovered. The effect was remark- the country, was asserted on the floor
F. W. FARMER.
able. The beets left uncovered aver- of the House by Representative Ben
$5 out of his salary
Homestead No. 2879.
28
Johnson
had
of
those
that
the
ounces,
The
assertion
"No graft, is too small. Teachers aged
Kentucky.
Brotherhood of American Yeoman
have heen forced to pay for their ap- least light averaged not quite 3.8 caused much private discussion, but Meet Second and Fourth Thursdays,
there
bavwas no comment on the floor and
ounces, the beets in the full light
pointments and there are well-aDelgado't Hall.
times as much sugar no action was taken. Mr. Johnson
thenticated stories of principals hav- ins; twenty-fivH. Foreman C. G. Richie,
said
four
as
in
This
is
darkness.
was
years
an
grown
that
offer
ago
to
thosje
divide
theii salaries. Truant
ing
Cor. See. Mrs. Daisy Fanner.
orlicers and janitors have also been one of the reasons for New Mexico made to him of 4.000 such votes in
his
to
dictrlct
so
well
in
return for a money
sugar
held up. When everything else fails being
adapted
He said he received
the f latting directors can always beet cu'ture. It is true, that its mid- consideration.
Independent Order of Beavers.
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. holds
aise money for a time by borrowing summer days are not as long as those a letter Inviting him to meet the
it from agents and contractors witn of countr'os farther north but it has writer, whom he named, and that the Its regular session at 8 p. m. Friday
whom ike school does business. Th? less cloudiness and the Santa Fe Val offer was made at that meeting. He evening of each week at Elks' Lodge
is never returned. Son;? ley has produced beets that have asserted that other members of con- Room. Visiting Brothers are always
mo.iey
meet
vho
agents
many directors equalled and even exceeded the best gress had more recently received welcome.
EDWARD C. BURKE,
carry nothing but small change and produced else where, as far as size similar notes."
MANUEL B. OTERO,
a few fcmall bills. They have these purity and amount of saccharine con
President.
It seems reason
distributed in various pockets. In tents is concerned.
The New Mexican's fight for ten
Secretary.
able
to
1..n way they can give several directpredict that one of the future months school term and greater utiA
ors in the same day 'the last cent industries of New Mexico will be the lization of the fine school buildings
Special Medicine for Kidney
raising of sugar beets and convert- of Santa Fe is supported by such
Ailments.
they have in their pocket.' "
To prevent such corruption ever ing them into sugar.
Many elderly people have found in
educational authorities as Dr. Edward
becoming possfble in New Mexico,
Stitt, assistant superintendent of pub- Foley's Kidney Remedy a quick re
the first state legislature will have
lic schools of New York, who deplo lief and permanent benefit from kidRESULT OF BUREAUCRACY.
to pass a law providing heavy penalAccording to the Western Liberal, res the fact that school buildings ney and bladder ailments and from
due
ties, for any school director, or any the United States government is still like so many other public structures, annoying urinary irregularities
alderman, or any public official or guilty of the same lax methods that are used only a small part of the to advancing years. Isaac N. Regan,
"
legislator, who is interested directly several years ago made the name time. He says:
Farmer, Mo.( says: "Foley's Kidney
or Indirectly In any public contract "special agent" so detested in this
"Public school buildings should be Remedy effected a complete cure in
or any public work. This is
the section. It gives instances of men put to a greater use, with dancing my case and I wjint others to know of
law in many states and closes up a being cited into federal courts on for children, moving picture shows it."
Capital Pharmacy.
source of corruption that has not the charge of having fenced govern- once a week, bowling aileyB in the
been unknown entirely even in New ment land, on cemplaint made by a cellars, cooking schools and clubs for
If you went anything on earth try
Mexico.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
special agent, l ney are to be en- fathers and mothers."
merry-go-roun-

MARCH

MONDAY,

For Best Laundry

N. M.

Open Day

La Salle Restaurant

fork

CHAS. GANN, Prop.

basket leaves Monday Tuesday
FornuHy Special Agent. G. L. O.
Returns Thursday and Friday.
Land Claimr and Contests a
Specialty AGENCY atO. K. Barber Shop
Mrs. PO. BROWN Agent:
R. W. WITTMAN
Draftsman
Cepies furnished ot records on file
In the TJ. S. Surveyo- - General's Office
- .
Santo Fe.
New Mexico

Two

a

Lioors below

F. Andrews Store

REGULAR MEALS

25c,f (ZD

short orders at all hours
board by the week $5 00!

Phone No. 23 Red

If vou want anything on earth
New Mexican Want Ad.

and Night

French Noodle order

try

New

ifj

Kc

Chop Suey

20c.

dish.

'Is au.i

PROBERT A COMPANY

Investments
Lands, Mines, Bonds A Stocks.
Money Loaned for Investors.
We have for sale general stocks of
Merchandise. Retail LnmW
.iwi
other Business Opportunities through

nni

out xaos county.
Bank References Furnished.

Tos

Wells

Faro

General Express Forwarders

ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD

Save Money

Dentistry a Specialty.

Office: Chars. Closson's Barn.
Day Phone, Black 9.
"
Night Phone, Main 184.
Out of town calls promptly an
worsd.
New Mexico
Santo Fe

want anything on
New Mexican Want Ad.

earth-- a

Express

TO

New Mexico

DR. C. M. RILEY.
Veterinary Physician and Auraeon.
Graduate of McKillep's
Tsterinary
college of Chicago.
Work of All Kinds Solicited.

If you

& Co.

try

Shout

and lacwYeoience

by Purchasing
Domestic Money
Travelers' Money Orders,
Foreign Money Orders

Wells

Farfj

U. S., Canada, Mexico

and all Foreign
Countries

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

J.

D. BARNES,

Agent.

s,

.
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UNITED

STATES BANK

CAPITAL

&

TRUST

CO.

PERSONAL

j

MEW.

C. E. Newcomer, deputy

u.

.S.

'Christian Tnfluenre" and he paid
tribute to the work of the V. C. T.
in America.
Judge M. C. Meeh!
evening for I..0S Lunr.?

mar-

a and cee if they cannot live together
U. as man and wife."
j
Mrs. Holbrouk, formerly Miss Avisj

C.M'Joebler, a clerk for the Denver)
Gas and Electric company, first me'
Warren Holbrook. formerly an An-- ;
dover football hero, on the r.;;:ht ef
February S in the palmroom of the
Albany hotel. The following il;(y the!
couple were married and went to
live at the Brevort hotel,
1C Mrs. Holbronk
left her husband
and tiled a petition for divorce.
"He came home so full two nights
that he could hardly take his elo'hes

left Saturday
Valencia
today.
for Las Cni- coun-cou-

ty, where he opened
shal, is at tbe Montezuma.
Judge F. W. Parker
Rube Barrows, a lace salesman from ces.
Birmingham, Ala., is at the Palac;.
Does
VVATER FOR 4,000.000 ACRES.
Judge Ira A. Abbott returned on
Saturday evening to Albuquerque.
(Continued From Page One.)
George A. Kliner, a leather goods
of
is
Palat
salesman
the
Milwaukee,
Your Patronage Solicited
have proven acwptat.i
to eastern
ace.
capitalists.
P. A. Speckman, editor of the
Reclamation Service.
News, is at the Montezuma hoN. B. lAUGHLIN, President
H. F. STEPHENS. Cashier,
tel.
Active construction work has been
W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst. Caseier
J, A. Wood the well known mining commenced on the Kin Grande Kleman of Kansas City, is at the Monte- phant Butte projects of lie T. S. Rezuma.
elamntion Service
overs IS".-reacres of land and t
General Frank Y Ol.iney
2,000,000
Attorney
Real Estate
Surety Bonds
on Saturday acre feet per annum an will cost at
jleft for Albuquerque
when comproximately $10,000,000
evening.
i st mated
Final comple;
L. V. Frankel, representing a brush pleted.
company, is here from in about seven years. This projen
manufacturing
UN-FU- R
FURNISHED AND
covers 110,000 acres f land in New
Denver.
MODERN RESIDENCEb AND STORE
B. Spitz, member of the territorial Mexico, in the Mesil'a Kir.eon and PaBUILDINGS,
board of equalization is at the Monte- lomas valleys.
zuma hotel, from Albuquerque.
Three Hundred Ap lications.
CITY LOTS AND IMPROVED PROThere have been fil.i in the office
Vick Krionderis of Hartville, WyoRANPERTY, FRUIT AND ALFALFA
ming, is at the Coronado. He is visit- of the territorial enpit:i r since Jan
uary 1st, 1000, to Febr: try 1st.
CHES AND LARGE
ing friends here.
Mrs. Josephine Kenworth of Albu-- ; f)!l applications To- pc "s to approTRACTS, ALSO AN A I STOCK RANCH
: 21:
live been for
IN THE PECOS VALLEY.
querque, is a visitor registered at the l'riate l,un,ic ''ate.-ver approxirrigation purposes .nf.
Montezuma hotel,
l.OOO.fKK
land, (this
C- Captain Fred Fornoff of the New(iniaiely
one million acre5 of la;
is additions
Police
Mounted
to
A
Mexico
has
gone
BISHOP.)
(C.
d for
ior to Jai:uthe Duke City on important business. to acreage applbarc! t!7
Phone. Red Ho. 189
vc been fori
1st.
1909)
ary
19 San Franciscc St.
H. W. Clark, assistant United States
power, mining, mining, :e., purposes,
attorney is here from Las Vegas on le- The amount
of horse tower covers
gal business. He is at the Montezuma.
hii h is alsc
100,000.
apnroximately
of
Corbett
John W.
Mountainair, additional to those
previously
applied
of for.
superintendent
jand formerly
Sweet Restorer"
schools of Torrance county, is in the
Sleep Is
Highways.
icity.
The construction of good permanent
Associate Justice C. J. Roberts left
has become very popular in
Saturday evening for Clayton, Union highways
And as one Third of Life is Spent in Sleep, WHY
the territory tinder the provisions ol
he
where
convened
district
county,
See our
NOT HAVE A COMFORTABLE BED?
the good roads law passed by the
court today.
1909 legislature. From the period of!
Cotton Felt Mattresses, That Assure that comfort.
Chief Justice W. H. Pope left Sattime between March lrib. irir9, and
We have also some exquisite new Parlor Suits,
urday evening for Portales, Roosevelt
the present, there have been con- he
where
will
hold
for
court
county,
for
structed and open to traffic 22." miles
polished mahogony and quarter oak tables
the next two weeks.
of public road distributed as follows:
the library and many other things. Lace and
Robert J. Taupert, a well known
Roads Constructed
Miles
Arabian Curtains, all Sizes and Designs, have
jeweler of Las Vegas and formerly' a
95
of
in
is
Santa
resident
the
Fe,
city.
some
Also
arrived.
superb CarpVts.
Silver
74
He
is
Montezuma.
the
at
Co.
AKERS-WAGNE- R
Santa
40
Superintendent J. E. Clark of the State Line to Raton
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DIRECTORS.
FUNERAL
EXPERT EMBALMERS&
department of public instruction Is in rmjng
ex-;
on
"1..."
is
He
Dusmess.
v.
AiDuquerque
x0ta
i
Ro.K,'s 'repaired and
pected home in a day or two.
con- partially
Mr. and Mrs. Gregorio Herrera left stnictedthis forenoon for Santa Cruz, north-- Raton-La- s
105
Collections,
Vegas
Estate
Real
Insurance
ern Santa Fe county. Mr. Herrera ' s.mtn to-- a. vow
had been here on a business trip.
Total
OFFICE ROOMS INCCXPITAL
Judge E. R. Wright was a pa3senRoads being constructed:
CITY BANK
ger yesterday morning for Santa Rosa, T,a
Guadalupe county, from where he will
"best
iri
return to his home at Alamogordo.
and
Dona
renovated
placed
Completly
E. R. Cowles, represening a general Las Vegas-Mor31
The most centrallylocat-e- d
of condition.
merchandise house vjf San Francisco,
Total
129
and modern office building in
is calling on the trade. J. M. Mesiter,
Roads Surveyed:
Fe. Steam Heat.
a paint salesman, is here from New
25
y.'-.YSanta
28
Cruz
York.
f
,
Total
53
r
D. Mervin and her daughter,
Mrs.
ror rates anu
Roads inspected:
B
J0SEPM
the Misses Mervin arrived Saturday
intorm a 1 o n
110
from Kansas City to spend a few Farmingfon-Galluinsurance Agency.
Safflta fe Abstract) Reaity
80
...
weeka here. They are at the Palace Santa
N.
BaokBun-lnSanta
Fe,
.
Roora
address0
AJamogordo-Opoudcof- t
City
20
j.
hotel.
Total
220
W. B. Freeman of Denver,
is in
Convicts have been used on the Sil
Santa Fe this week looking over the
ver
Santa
Teroffice
of
in
the
hydrographic data
and Santa Fe
ritorial Engineer Charles D. Miller for que. Las Vegas-Morcanon roads: all other work has been
S the U. S. Geological Survey.
9
Rev. A. M. Danely of Los Angeles, done by paid labor. Two camps of
Calif nnplp nf Prnfpflsnr and Mrs .T. convicts are now being maintained
A. Wood, came in Saturday and spent and two camps of paid labor,
yesterday' in the city. He left on tha
morning train for Urbana, 111., on a HASTY MARRIAGE AND
LIQUOR CAUSE MISERY.
business trip.
Hon. Malaquias Martinez, the terri
Denver, Colorado, March 6 "Young
torial coal oil inspector arrived in the
city yesterday on business connected people ought not to be led to believe
with his office. He reports that the that the marriage relation is an ir- snow and rain did a world of good in responsible thing to assume, and they
not to be taught that they can
j ou8ht
Taos county.
IOC PALAOB,
AVE
DAI,VGHT 130 RED
J. P. Porter of Estancia Is here to run to a court of justice in ten days
serve on the grand jury. Mr. Porter's ' ana eei renei, was the rebuke Dis-- i
DONE.
AND SATISFACTORILY
PICTURE FRAmlNG TASTEFULLY
tnct JudSe George W. Allen delivered
nephew Allen Barrett and his daugh- j
noiurooK anu
have
Annie
Porter
ter Miss
brought''"her husband of less than
a month,
the Daily Herald of Estancia and will
arren Holbrook, when he refused to
run it as a progressive Republican
listen to plea of the pretty bride for
'
r
former temporary alimony during the
Miss Ellen F. Daniels,
the divorce action, which she
Whenever you want an eaBy shave
schools
Fe
in
Santa
the
"CJ
public
As good as barbers ever gave.
ten days after her marriage,
me at my salon
but at present a member of the fac-- i flleAd
Just call on
At morn or eve or busy noon
stennS to the testimony of
TJni-- !
AfteTr,
Normal
Mexico
the
New
at
ulty
TUSDAY? MARCH 7
I'll curl and dress the hair with grace
ncerning her meet-for;(Mrsof
is
the
face.
contour
your
I'll suit tbe
guest
versity at Las Vegas,
Holbrook and their marriago
My razor sharp and scissors keen.
of Mrs. R. B. Willison and ng
week
Is
clean
neat
lowelsare
and
My shop
twenty-fou- r
hours late-- ,
And everything I think you'll And
Miss Dagg
To suit the taste and please the mind.
to
dis- - Judge AIlen rf lused absolutely
r.hnrl
Catron,
assistant,
& Co
E.
H.
make
in the case.
orders
of
the
First
trict attorney
judicialj
FIRST CLASS BATH ROOM
"If this couple would consider the
and prominent Santa Fe lawyer, was
an arrival in Las Vegas last night marriage, relation Beriously,
they
spending the day here attending to! would try to live together as husband
He will return home ana .wne, said toe mage. "II it is
legal business
O. K. BARBER SHOP
this evening." -- Las Vegas Daily- - Op- their purpose to treat it frivolously as
tie evidence seems -to indicate, then
tic.
247 San Francisco StSanta Fe, N M
"Judge and Mrs. Alford Cooley are I dont think ei'h."- is entitled to
having plans prepared for a cottage an ' lfhef in a court ef justice.
to be erected south
the Arthur
"j hey may trifle with one ano.Ii;:-- ,
at the New Mexico ut ih.v wili not
Eoster
cottage
to
permltUx'
HACK
This means that triflo with the court Let them try
Cottage Sanatorium.
MILTON
ROYLE
By EDWIN
Judge and Mrs. Cooley are to become the case themselves and see what
From
permanent residents of Silver City, they want to do. Let there be delays
which will be welcome news to their
TAOS
BARRANCA
many friends." Silver City EnterMeets Both North South
prise.
Three territorial officials were at
Bounds Trains.
Albuquerque yesterday: Captain Fred
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
Fornoff of the Mounted Police, Superthe north bound train and arrives at
intendent Cleofes' Romero of the PenTaos at 7 p. m.
itentiary and Superintendent of PubTen mile, shorter than any
In A thousand cups of
'
lic
Instruction J E. Clark.
way. Good covered hack and gooi
New York.
Marshall
States
United
Deputy
to&ma.
Smith is in Santa Fe from Albuquer:
to
ong-Coxforta."Dl.
"THE SQUAW MAN" repr- que.
The Rev. A. M. Dainley of Urbana,
good answer to thj coffe question
is visiting his niece Mrs. J.
"...
... tic, $1.00r$TToO. Illinois,
A. Wood. Mr. Dainley preached yesII you want anything on eartn try Seats on Sale Sunday, Morning at terday morning at the Methodist
Episcopal church his subject being
Fischer's.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
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COMPANY
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"Nature's
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Furniture
'

It is as though the ROYAL TAILORS had dumped
the richest creations of the whole Spring: Woolen
Market in to a great magic seive.

-

N1BHED,

Roswell-Carrizoz-

j

doctor's first question when consulted by a patient is, "Are your bowels regular?" He knows that !tX per
ceni 01 i::ness i;- attended with mac- tive bowo's and torpid liver, and that
this condition must be removed gent-

-

WATSON

somest clothes novelties, and classiest style innovations, the newest fashion effects in male apparel to
be found in America.

A

For Sale
O.

The object of this early opening is not only to take
your measure for your 5pringor Easter suit or overcoat
but to entertain you with an exhibit of the hand-

Much Sickness Due to Bowel

wlili-lin-

;

THE "ROYAL" SPRING OPENING

The Doctor's Question

-

INSURANCE

PAGE FIVI

M.

thoroughly before health can
be restored.
Rexall Orderlies are a positive,
pleasant and safe remedy for constipation and bowel disorders in general.
We are so certain of their great curative value that we promise to return
the purchaser's money in every case
when they fail to produce entire satisfaction.
Rexall Orderlies are eaten like candy, they act quietly, and have a soothing, strengthening, healing influence
on the entire intestinal tract. They
do not purge, gripe, cause
nausea,
flatulence, excessive looseness, diarrhoea or other annoying efect. They
are especially good for children, weak
persons or old folks. Two sizes. 2ac,
and 10c. Sold only at our store The
Rexall Store. The Fischer Drug Co.
off," said Mrs. Ifolbrook ypsterday.

And then had sifted out the heart of them all
ROYAL SPRING Line.

For this magnificient Spring array truly comprises
blue
the very golden wheatthe richest selections-th- e
of
all
winners"
woolen
ribbon "prize
the
innovations
looms have turned out for Spring
that the world-wid- e
d
is new- - and
Whatever
appealing-an- d
Woolen
in
authentic
Styles, whether it comes
Spring
from the North of England or the South of Scotland,
the attractive pattern is bought for the "Royal" line.
live-an-

j

art and
not guess work with us. By personal lessons at the
factory and instruction at first hands we have mastered the business and can guarantee perfect satisfaction.
The science of correct measurement is an

'

In

Announcing

i

j
l

in

to the

the opening of a Drug Store in connection with our confectionery business, we desire to say that Quality, Fair Dealing, and Moderate Profit will in every instance guide us in
our dealings with you.

THE MASTER
CLOTHES

TnwtirntiA JL

J

THE

PRICE MAKER

BUILDER

'

I

j

For Rent

-

BUILDING.

Carlsbad-Monume-

a

Socorro-Magdalen-

a

iiL

hay ward, mm&r,

f

1

p

Fe-Ta-

,

a

MULLIGAN

k

BOTu

Funerai Directors &
Licensed Embalmers

j

i

ELKS 'THEATRE

f

-

r

PIERCE

"0,k

a

"y

Proudly Present

"The

LINE

VOOD'IS

SQUAW MAN

jl

Exactly as Presented

TO

For Two Years

at

Not A Single
Headache

Wallack's
Theatre
In

o.

Eiriy

T-lx-

.gr

eo

FARE SST

?o

$5.00

--

Prescription

department we use only Squibbs'
"Quality Drugs," and bought direct from the manufacturers they
are fresh no old stock and the
prices are in no instance higher
than those you have been paying
for cheaper grades.

j

GENTLEMEN
SHIRTS-

MAN-But-th-

Our Reasons for

THE

Phone Red

or White.

POSTUM

H3B

ices

"There's a Reason"

BAY
it

-:

:-

-:

:-

-:

::

-:

Each

I

The Cash Store

First

JULIUS H. GERDES

DOES NOT ALWAYS
D1SIQNATE A BARGAIN

SHOULD

BE

THE

SPECIA

FIRST CONSIDERATION OF THE GRO-

CERIES YOU

CALL NO TROUBLE TO SHOW
GOODS EVEN IP YOU DO NOT PURCHASE
PLEASE

CHEAP

ADOLF

Groceries

SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

CO

j

BACK..

IN CANNED

SALE

AT LOWER PRICES THAN EVER.

EAT.

are expensive at
We guar a n t e e
price,
any
every article we sell to give
satisfaction or you MONEY

1

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED OUR NEW
LINE OF LADIES MUSLIN UNDERWEAR WHICH IS NOW ON : : : :

QUALITY

GOODS

Santa Fe Plumbing House
Corner Water

We have full line of Monarch
& Richelien Eastern pack
canned, goods.

&

Galisteo Sts.

Phone Black

Plumbing, Heating
and Repairing -:

109.

:-

ROSWELL UJTGCO. ROSWLLL NEW MEX

WE ALSO

Carrying the U.

S. mail and

at the rate of

pas-

$5.00

per hundred lbt.

Have cheaper Canned Goods sengers between Vaughn, N. M., and Special automobiles furnished to acbut we do not recommend Roswell, N. M., connecting with the commodate any number of passeng )
to make sgecial connections with an.
the use of cheap canned goods El Paso & Southwestern and Rock
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
and the Atchison,
Railroads
at any time.
New Mexico Central Railroad at TorRailroad.
d

Tc-pe- ka

City Eggs
Kansas Egg

-

35c Dz
25 & 30c Dz

H. S." KAUNE & CO.

GROCERS.

& Santa Fe
Leaves Vaughn at 8:30 a. m.,
rive in Roswell at 3:30 P. nr.

-'

ar-

Leaves Roswell at 12:30 a m.. arrive in Vaughnat 6 p. m.
Baggage allowance :t 60 ihs. ,0
each regular ticket, exce-- s baggase

rince for Santa Fe, N M., by
with Manager of the

J., W. STOCKARD,

and
NIGHT

DARK PLACES

We ai?c Agents ciSwdrwaSfTul Call

and See
them in

Ros-

well Auto Co , at Roswell, N. M., at
least 24 hours In advance. Rate for
special, $40 to accomodate four or
fewer passengers to either point.

DAY

WIRE UP TH0S

:-

$1.50
GET THEM NOW

PRIC- E-

AH

HT

:-

Only

j

161.

-:

New Line of WILSON BROS.,
SHIRTS- - Exquisite Designs-Mode- ls
of Tailoring-Fanc- y
or Plain-Colo- rs

BUTT BROS CO.j
West Side Plaza'.

:-

A

1

DRUGGISTS"

go

ey

JUST RECEIVED

the prices of Quality
our expense, are
Drugs is,
small, so we have decided to give
our customers the benefit by re-ducing their drug bills. Trade with
us and your drug bill will be less,

reducing

"THE QUALITY

-

Dont' make the
a long way toward it.

I

l.D

T. W. ROBERT S

In Our

$

MANAGER
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the Elks' Theater.

MARCH 6, 1911.

i

X

picture of men and tilings that
moves the auditor
and
Man.
carries him along. It is a play that
GENERAL OFFICES RATON MEW" MEXICO.
Thursday, March 9. The Cirl From deals with men as tin y are, and
Hector's.
something
points to the dormant
that lies at the
;!!
of every
tUvad t'p)
I'll'''
tU'Hd
W,1
,!!(! Sep!.
,. v oni:i;i
A Musical Comedy.
F'an's srtpi
;;.
1
stations
In "The Sqils. .".inn" wl.irh (;n;i:-v uiif
s'lii.ev. here in lus !..
Sue
to the Elks Theptfr on T.Ki!ty.i first
is "aid in Ki.siMin, the last
l.v lies MoiiK'S. N. M...Ar
:
ta-,U.
of
.Vareli Tih one (inc., .1
t:me are p;ui
lUiiiiniilo
", it V.'Vi.t.U.iS,
'I'.iMlllU
Wi st replo!;; of novelty that is far in the tteart oi
enmury
t'Jipulln
too
upon the stase. as it was twenty
infrequent,
ihei
VlKil
.id
'I lion, pm.ii
aiifrcly enough, for that is true. character of the British Army ofi 'iiniiliiKtmni
a drama that touches on the teem-- ' ficer, who for love of his brother.;
M
fiifton House N.
F.Y
A r
Kfitnr N. M.
himself
Wyoming wife, deliberately saddles
ing strenuosity of the
2 30
Ar. lb IS
.l.vKhioii, N. M
the with a crime of which lie is innocent
4H
territory, there is little of
.Clifton House V M....I
2 47
element, in the play. and buries himself in the West, is
S 32
7
swashbuckling
SI'res'.oii
... K oeh ler ime.Uon
8 55j
3 45
While there is a bad man and a splenciily drawn ami ably handled.
"
K (H'li ler.
2
3 (15
3 3?
rift, and several cow punchers,
"""8 20
"V "is
t'olfax"
one misses the
Hack of the "The ;irl From Rect. .i 'Trososo
8 02
terrifying
4 43
7i
7 45
A r
S2
I.v
clash of personalities that is expect- or's" the musical comedy which ran
..('inmrron
.. Cimarron
li 35
l.vAr a m
ed in a Western play. In fact there three hundred nights at
Weber's
6 27
Nash
e 17
Harlan
is no hint of coarse ruffianism so oft- Music Hall, New York, there is an
94
6 fl)
Ute Park, N. M...Lv
en to be found in plays of this des- interesting story. Paul M. Potter,
p ill
Pill
cription, and while the emotions are the author of the play, had worried
iincmue'ni
stirred by many moving climaxes, for weeks about the selection of a
''ottas with K. 1'. A S. W. Ry, train both North aad'Soutb.If
Sstae 'or Van HotUon M, M, meets trains at Preston N.lM.
these are safely
in an woman to fit the role. In the comN. M.. "at ;
.i. in, daily except artistic manner
.Stage leaves Ute Park. M, M for tflUalH'tuto-yti- ,
by the dramatist un- pany of the producer, the stage manS3.
50
one
Tree.
Fare
s.uo
round
carried
way
trio:
fifty
pound buguaie
undays.
til tlvy satisfy the sense without ager and knowing friends, he visit. for the south at 11:11 p. m. arrives from the
C. dt S. train loaves lies Moines, S,
shocking the nerves.
ed every theatre in New York In
omh at 4:38 a. m,
"THE GIRL FROM RECTOR'S."
Edwin Milton Royle who wrote the hope of being able to hit upon an
Is a Musical Comedy and it Will Be Seen at the Elks' Theater
play, has admittedly done the best actress who could handle the lines.
C. G. DEDMAN,
F M. WILLIAM,
VAN HOUTEN,
Thursday, March 9th.
work of his career in "The Squaw Some were pretty but they appeared
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M
Superintendent.
Man," which by the way was evolved to lack grace; some had both beauty
table near-bhe saw a pretty young the fair patron in conversation. success of the New York season,
a short one-ac- t
from
piece. Mr. and grace but lacked fire; others had woman
sipping a glass of water.
When he had finished he passed the
"The Girl From Rector's" will ba
Royle wrote for the Lambs' Gambol fire but it seemed there was always
"That girl," said the author, turn- table on which Mr. Potter was seat- seen at the Elks Theater, Thursday,
in New York quite four years ago. something lacking.
lie has built up a drama that is of In despair Mr. Potter went to Chi- ing to the party," is the style of wom- ed and the latter asked as to the March 9,
the heroic mould, and which moves cago and visited every play house an I have all along had in mind for
identity of the young womn. He
steadily forward with an inexorable there. Then he stopped in at Phi- 'The Girl From Rector's.' She is the learned her name and the further
A Mother's Safeguard.
purpose until the plot has been filled ladelphia and finally returned to typical Rector girl and if she were fact that she was a
ac- Foley's
Honey and Tar for the
out in a satisfactory manner down New York losing heart every day. an actress, I would engage her on tress. Two hours later she was un- - children.
Is best and safest for all
to the last detail. There is no point One afternoon he stopped into Rect- the spot."
der contract and a week later opened coughs, colds, croup, whooping cough
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglas
that is left uncovered, but just a or's famous restaurant on Broadway
A few months later a
at Weber's Music Hall, scoring the and bronchitis. No opiates. Capital
and alI
ia
good whole.souled, clean and satisfy- - with some business associates. At a manager stepped
in and engaged 'success of her career in the biggest Pharmacy.
ico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
At
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SCENE FROM "THE SQUAW MAN."
The Play of the West, Which Will Be Seen at the Elks' Theater Tomorrow

S3

AT

Agustin Armijo, Diamante; William
Cundiff, Lamy; R. N. Maxwell, J. P.
Porter, Estancia; J. W. Caseblatt,
Palace.
A. Castillo, Pinos Wells; P. A.
'
Mrs. D. T. Mervin and the Misses Sneckman, vA. V Cooding,
Mervin, Kansas
City; Roscoe D. Roswell
Wyatt, Albuquerque; W. B. Freeman,
Denver; T. W. Hocker, San Antonio;
George A. Kliner, Milwaukee; L. V.
Hi!
Frankell, S. Friendenthal, Denver; B.
Ribe Barrows,
Spitz, Albuquerque;
Birmingham; E. R. Cowles, San Fran-- !
Mogollon On the Enterprise. MinCisco; J. M. Meister, New York; F. O.
ing Company's property at Mogollon,
Kyle, Texarkana, Tex.; John W.
Mountainair; John W. Wilson, Socorro county, a promising ore body
was encountered in the winze below
Albuquerque.
five, where a strong vein of good milMontezuma.
J. IT. McDuffee, Denver; Robert J. ling ore has been opened to the exTaupert, Las Vegas; Fred H. Sunder-man- , tent of several fett. The recent snow
Chicago; L. A. Read, F. B. storms have handicapped work in the
Sheets, Denver; J. D. Moran, Taos; wood camp of the Socorro mines but
F. C. Steele, Denver; H. P. Warner, there was a good fuel supply on hand
Albuquerque; F. H. Moore, Denver; and operations did. not cease. The
J. A. Wood, Kansas City; Valerio Maud S, has changed hands, and it is
Baca, Miss Baca, Las Vegas; G. B. believed operator will be resumed aftCooper, Albuquerque; C. W. Fowler, er long idlesnessj A New York syndOklahoma City; G. Chavez, Roswell; icate is to reopan the plant. During
H. W. Kirk, Las Vegas; C. E. New- the past
week, ho tons of ore were
comer. Albuquerque; Buck Langhorne, treated by the Ernestine Mining com,
City; H. S. Moore, Denver; H. Dam-ley- pany. The concentrates amounted to
Duran; E. E. Bell, Dttrango; J. 44 sacks. The wdek's operations at
M. Justus. Tucumeari;
J. R. Thomp- the Deadwood resilted in 50 sacks of
son, Stanley, Louis Rosenbach, Albu- coneenrtates from 255 tons of ore
querque; Mrs. Josephine Kentworth, treated. A
survey has been made
Albuquerque; A. L. Moss, M. D. Blak-el- from the mine to the mill of the
Alamosa; C. Phillips, El Paso.
Treasure Mining ind Reduction comCoronado.
pany to establish the feasibility of an
Charles H. Milton, Durango; Jose D. aerial
tramway thit will eliminate the
Montoya, Hipolito Martinez, Chamita;
expensive haulag. The mill is oper
Alberto Martinez, Ensenada;
ating steadily.
Martinez, Josenacio Rael, FranNogal Wilson, Baker &Ervien have
cisco D. Luna, A. J. Callegos, Taos;
Santos Muniz, Llano; Sibero Arellano, sold their placer tlaims on Dry Gulch
Chamisal; Marcos Abreu, Penasco; near Nogal, Lincdn county, to M.
Clark of Colorado for $725. The plaHugh Howell, Harrington; Pilar
cer company expts to acquire about
Raton; A. Gonzales, San
are part of placer
E. W. Ewing, Kennedy; Anto 100 town lots whi-.nio B. Aragon, A. Varita, City; B. C. claims by paying bac ktaxes and get; ting a tax title.
Speer, Truchas; John Norton,
J. M. Cunningham, San Tedro;
Jicarilla At Jicarilla, Lincoln counVick Krionderls,
Hartville, Wyo.; ty, C. C. Hedges and J. G. Wesiher

Hotel Arrivals.
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RIDER AGENT

'" EACH T0WHto
and
district

furnished by us. Our agents everywhere are
ample Latest Model "Ranirer hio-dmaking money fast. Write for full particulars ami special offer at ante
NO MOMEV KKOCIKKU until von receive
nr..t.-- nm,. nl ,

.uf

put it to any test yon wish 11 you are theu not perfectly satisfied or do not wish to!
will not be ow one cent
keep the bicycle ship it back to us at our expense and
fum,sh,,u'e Wshest grade bicycles it is possible
to make
FACTORY PRICES ViCone
profit above actual factory cost.- - You save
to $25 middlemen s pro' ts by buying direct of us and have the manufacturer s euar.'
antee behind your bicycle. DO SOT BUY a bicycle or a pair ot tires fro anrotu
at any price until you teceive our catalogues and leam our unheard ot J,utory
prices and remarkable spct ial offers to rider ageuts.
YOU WILL BE ASTONISHED
svear. We sell thehiirhestKradebicvclcsffirlpsKninnr.tii
than anv other factory. V.'e are satisfied wifh Sti.na tirniit ahni-fartnrt.
5 KIC YCLE DKAKIKS vru& can sell our bicycles under vuur own name n'tatpr,i,at
v received.
our rrices. Orders fitled ihe
aourtie
We do not retnilarlv Tiaivile spcond tiantl hirvrlM fc.it
KECONI HAND
usually have a number on hand taken in trade bv our Chirnco retail stores. Thf;;t u.t r lear mxt
nromotlv at tlrices ransine from ft.i to 8j8 Or SilO. Xesrrintive h;iri7air lists mnili'ii trc
ftBCTrO DDAIfrC Binlo wheels,
imprte4 roller chains and pedals, parts, repairs and
VUHOir.n-DnHnt.equipment of all kinds at ha ihe usual retail prices.

til

t$ IZ

U

uWWnft

50

BEDGETHOBH

SELF-HEALI-

TIRES

NG

S ZtS,

PUfiCTURE-PROO- F

f regular rrfail trice of these tires is
V. .if per pair, out to tntrwuce we tviti
sell youasampic-paiior$4.6U,cashwUhorder$4.$5).
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES
71

$

HIS

ggSS2R

NAILS, Turks or Glass wtlJ not let the
air out. Sitv thousand pairs sold last year.

Over two hundred thousand pairs now in use.

CESCI?f'P770Af.'Madeina!lsiz!.
Itislivety
.
'Mini:, vt-- vdtn able and lineilinside witt
Special mialitv if ruiner. which never becomes
If, Afl
AK
porousand wliiLh rlosvs up stn.ill punctures without allowNotlout-hthick rubber troarl
We have hundreds of letters from
ing the air
A"
sih
strips "fV"
st ai 111 t :i at their tires haveonly been pumped
and "!, puncture
also rim strip H"
TiponceoituM e in n iv'nc,!,. season. They wei(;h no more than
to
rim
preveit
euttlng. This
an ordinary ti'e the nni' nire resisting qualities being given
tire Trill outlast
any other
is ol thin, r pecia II v prepared fabric on the
by 6everafl:'.
DinkB-S0- 7T,
and
liLASUO
KiMi'.ar
Tice
uf these ti resists, so per pair, but fur
tread. The
KASV EIUfAG.
tnrlnrvnriee to
advertising Ute .ids-, s we re m:tlr in,r t
ouv
of
s.t.to
received.
same
All
rider
is
orders shipped
We ship C. O. D. on
the
p..r pair.
day letter
pay a ceif until vou have examined and found them stricly as represented.
approval. You &(,1 not
We will allow .l ai-- li diseuunt of 5'per cent (thereby making the price
t.i5
per pair) if you
Y011 run no risk in
dend FUlili CAfft WITH iuiiii.it and enclose this advertisement.
sending us n orocr as the tires may be returned at Or ft expei se if for
they are
c
not satisfactory on eiiun nation.
perfectly reliable nnd mor.ev sent to us' s as safe as in a
uf tli.
that
thev
find
ilt
ride
will
bank. If you order
you
tuts,
i,in faster,
look lnn rti.an anv tire vou have ever u.d or seen e.iser,
at my ;irice. We
wear better, last longetand
s- will give s your order.
know that vou will be v. U j1 iwl liiut when you want a bievcic
We want you to sendusattial order i t nire, hence this renurkabie tire ler.
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Mala-quta-

s

Her-rer-

Ilde-fons-

Ruck-man-

have made
trike on the Doctor
claim, the c
carrying some coppor
and free gol
The Littell Metallic
and Reducti
'ompany are hauling
bundation for a new
logs to mak.
ore cniBher
t they will install at
the Wisconsi
ining and Milling
Company's m
'. Paul of the school
Cutter Dr.
of Mines and h
'ass in economic ge
tour of inspection
ology have mat
o the vanadiunl lines and works at
Cutter, Sierra c' 'nty. Dr. Kemmerer
of the Department of Chemistry
accompanied the party which also Included Messrs Ha rrington,
Lyons,
Harris, Fleissne.r Ringland, Pereagal-land Stein.
Stein.

Capitans The Roswell Daily Record tells the following story of the discovery of a lost mine in the Capitan
mountains: "Dr. T. E. Presley and J.
A. Nqrman returned Wednesday night
from hte South Side of the Capitan
mountains, where they spent two
weeks digging out an old ; ost gold
mine to which Mr. Norman had been
directed previously by a woman living
in the CapitaM. The mine was found
in an
part of the mountains and snow A foot deep had to be
waded to reach the location.
The
mine was found near and old house
that is so odl it is about to tumble
down, and must be at least a 100 years
old.
Houses in the vicinity built 40
years ago are in good condition and
the oldest settlers and Mexicans know
the house and of tue mine only as tradition. Near the house was a wooden
cross about 15 feet high that had been
erected on a rock and held in place by
rocks. This cross, also was so old hte
wood was rotton and soft. The mine
had been .entirely filled with logs,
rocks, dirt, leaves etc., by human
hands, the owners evidently trying to
hide it. Messrs Presley and Norman

with the aid of Mexicans, dug out all
the" refuse and found that the shaft
had been sunk to a depth of 45 feet.
The lead is three feet in thickness and
a narrow vein of soft substance proba-narrovein of soft substance, probably ten inches in thickness, had been
"panned" for free gold by the original
owners.
Messrs, Presley and Normal
panned enough of this substance to
find quite a little freeg old and then
they located the claim and did assessment work. They now hold it and
will develop the mine further.
The
original owners undoubtedly
thought
it worth while hiding when they left
and the new owners believe they have
Near the botsomething valuahle.
tom of the mine were the tools used
by $e former owners. The tools were
of the most primitive sort The drill
was a piece of a buggy axle, the round
smooth spindle having been used as
a handle to twist the drill by hand.
The hammer was one of the old stone
Indian hammers used a hundred or
more years ago. Then there was a
miner's pick. The new owners believe
they have one of the "lost" mines of
New Mexico that was one day consid-

ered a bonanza."
(Mines and MiningI

has
Lordsburg.
four men looking over properties near
Lordsburg with a view of investment.
During February, 77 cars of ore were
C. W. M.
shipped from Lordsburg.
Marsalis
has ceased making shipments. The Granite Gap Mining
Company is working at the Gap soutb
of Steins, despite the effort to jump
its claim made by outsiders and
which is being litigated at present
Several fine ore bodies have been
developed.
S. B. Scarborough

Real Estate Deal at Estancia J.
Cain and Thomas Kelly of Kentucky, have purchased from B. N.
Reagan at Estancia, a business block,
a residence block and a quarter section of land one mile northwest of
M.

Estancia.

Low Fares
California
New Mexico

Arizona
Mexico

One way Colonist tickets on sale
daily, March 10 to April 10, 1911,
from

SANTA FE, N. M.

Only a few

points shown below.
For fares to other points and information as to the liberal
r
privileges accorded, phone, write or Bee
the undersigned.
stop-ove-

Los Angeles

San Francisco
San Diego
Pasadena
Redlands

Sacramento
Santa Barbara
Monterey

Prescott

$25.00
25.00
25;oo
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.50
21.35
25.00

Phoenix
Flagstaff
i7.25
Tucson
25.00
Bisbee
26.35
Goldfield
35.eo
Tonopah
35.60
Las Vegas Public Llbrarv "On tbA Deming
12.65
shelves of the city library there are Silver City
14.55
now 6,596 bound volumes. During the Chihuahua
25.0U
month of February 25 volumes
Guaymas
25.00
added to the list, 18 by purchase and Mexico City
25.00
six by gifts. The patronage of the 11
Through tourist sleepers to Los
brary is Increasing. During February Angeles and San Francisco are
e
1,220 books were loaned and 18 cards
lighted and have smoking room
were Issued to new patrons.
The for men and extra large dressing
number of persons using the library room for women.
I
during the month was 1,882. These
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
figures are taken from the monthly
report of the librarian, which show
A. T. & S, F. Ry.
the library is increasing in populart
ty."-LaSANTA Dri
'
Vegas Optic.
elec--tri-

dni'tbuyanykindaiaiiypriceuiitilyptisendlorapairof

STHB.O ll .'evhom Punctun-Pro- of
tires on approval aid trial at
WW
the special introductory price cpote.l abovi-- or write for our big Tire and Sundry Catalogue which
describes and Quotes all inkesai l kinds 01 tires at about half the ui ual prices.
IH'S'.'i
DO NOT THINK Ol? BUYINOj bicycle
UHIT IMMITT 4rbutvrlv""
a pair vf tins fromtoday.
SJU NUI
anyone pntil you knowthe newaad wonderful
costs
to
It
aostal
are
we
only
offers
making.
karn everyfhiug. Write it NOW.

ff"

Night.

Mi

Do not risk
Commence today atxd be welL

For Backache, Rheumatism, Kidnejy and Bladder Disorders.
haviner nHorht's Disease and Diabetes.
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processes and the like or any such Trri ory of New Hnco,
01 ce of the Secretary.
property or rights.
BOSTON-NEMEXICO
To establish, acquire, own and ope(Signed)
Incorporation Certificates.
rate stage lines for the transportation
of the
I Va'ban Jaffa, Secrtry
MINING COMPANY.
of passengers, goods and
Terrl-- ' rv of New- - Mexico, fit hereby
By vm. h. Canterbury,
certif t that there was fiicd for record
President.
own
To establish, acquire,
WANTKD v''i'lon T'7 tady as
ami!ln tV: office at Four o'clock p. m
Attest:
express lines for the
0erate
ET333B
of Febru- cashit-- or bo;
Twenty-EightD. HOWLETT,
day
or,
eper. Address P. O.
ALBERT
(Signed)
mono and
cial carrying of
of Incor-porat- Box
N. M.
Articles
and mocked at whimperer and
Secretary valuables upon any railroads. tram- - ary. ,' D. 1911;
THE SANTA FE TRAIL
n and Certificate of StockholdENDORSED:
' Cactus and
Sharlot
drone.
Pine," by
(From
ways, roads, rivers or otherwise
our .",c
WANTED At'
:t
ers' N
lability of The Santa
No. CTdT.
M. Hall.)
To pay all the preliminary
with i emi
in Arizona
cigars
,ie:.ls
y.
Nos.
i;,
Vol.
a!'y
f Page 9(1.
Cor. Rec'd.
(Published by Sherman, French & And they were Men that bore its
penses incurred in or about tlx
terrh'vv.
;c)d side
The Incorporators and aiijoitiin-iincW1EREFOUE:
Certificate Designann,: Agent and matlon of the company and the
mark: and they were Men its
Aiidres Crov. a 'i'ar Co., Mil- (Company, Boston, Mass.)
and who
in
articles
said
nan:id
the
of
BOS
of
she
made
Place
Busings
as
service
Principal
This way walked Fate; and
wan!.' e. Wis
curing its capita! stock to be
hav slgnri the same, and their suc-'esMEXICO MINING COM
Strong-souleto face the utter dark
crib( d.
flung far the line of destiny
E.
de,
Pinkham's
s
hereby
urA
tissign.-By
ire
Lydia
PANT. IN NEW MEXICO.
of thc
and watch with Fear still unaThe business or purpose
That bound an untracked continent to
TYPEWRITERS,
Vegetable Compound
Filed in Office of Secretary of New company is from time to time to d clared to lx- from this date until the Clean-dfraid;
New
brotherhood from sea to sea:
adjusted and r
of
February,
11
M
day
thir-KA.
1911:
unconfessed;
and Stern school of heroes
unv one or more of the acts or
That long gray trail of dream
platens furnished. Ribboi.s .nd supMJ. "I send vou here- - 'Mexico. March 2,
:
Baltimore,
a
and
Hundred
l
Niliete
'
ft
fl
n
V M'f.
NATHAN" JAFFA
r,d
fr.itr 9
Vir;.in
u6u
ply s. Typewriters sold,
unweignea ior raeeu
the picture of rny (iftml V(;;lr 1(J
xi:anged
hope, marked mile by mile
e name and
fori and
by
In 'iilojiiol Corporation
and
nrtessarv
Secretary, ihir.-.-rented. S'andard ma kf-- l.v d'.cd.
wrong;
with graves that keep
daughter Alice, who
ths set ff nh in said articles.
M.
of
busito
H.
was
K.
o
conducts
its
it
C.
F.
and
dispossessed
All
may
work and typewrit' s g
restored tolCompared
thereto,
On verv barren hill and slope some By glib
health by l.yma L. Territory of New Mexico.
terri- Given under my hand and the Great
!.
ness in other states and in
Santa Fe Tj i"writ. r
honors that to them belong;
Rtnut heart lost in dreamless
l'iiikharn's VegetaKeal of the Tcrri'o'y of New Mex-a a fn the
furnace hour
tories or the District of Columbia
Office of the Secretary.
Phone 2::1.
oio.n
ble Compound. Sho
at the Cry of Santa Fe, the'
will
in
and
countries
iio,
and
may
of
elements
foreign
Comparison.
Certificate
was pale, with dirk.
strange, warring
Patience and faith and fortitude were
day of
subwho
address Is Mishawak.i.
fuse
willed to do it and lustified:
circles under her I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the, have one office or more than one'Ca:tal, on the
A. D. 1011.
sto- k.
v ak and irri- - Territory of New Mexbo. do hereby ofilt e.
to truer
ten
of
said
for
and
shares
scribes
power;
eyes,
unity,
To
and
purpose,
rude;
Stern, homely virtues, plain
NATHAN JAFFA,
table. Two different certify that there was tiled for rec-The amount of capital stock
A. II. Graham, wh' se post office adifij(Sal)
strength and nobler use
eternal as the sky, and wide.
o! NewMe.!cn.
doctors treated her ( I'd in this office at Eleven o clock one million five hundred thousand
Secretary
was
life
dress Is Parsoii3, New Mexico, subhere
save
that
dared the sea in Unconscious,
Nor ever
called it Green
and
dollars ($1,500,000).
'Territorv of New Mexico.
M., on the second day of Mar.-!- '
scribes for five shares of said Btock.
a man might live as manhood
braver mood than those who
Sickness, but she A. D.
The amount, of common stock is! Office of the Secretary.
Articles of !ncorporat,o:i
1911:
VI.
meant.
worse
all
crew
the
went
thousand!
Mexico Mining Coir. one mi'lion five hundred
Certificate of Comparison.
time. Lydia E.Pink-- j of Boston-NeThe term of the existence of the
to wrest from Mystery They wrought a Nation from their
Strong-armeCoi-- f dollars
the corporation shall be fifty years.
I. Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of
($l,.r.00,000).
,i ohomxt u xuif-thoir ham's Vecetable Compound was rec- - pany. Number 6706, a
tif
half a conti- their birth-righThe amount of preferred stock is Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
ominended, and after taking three bot-- 1 j oration from the tatc
Maine, ".v.
VII.
discontent.
nent.
ties she has regained lier health, thanks tiso. that i have coil; .red r),
nothin p.
The directors of the said corporacertify that there was filed for record
to your medicine. I can recommend it
alof
on
s;
m.
of
stock
li.e
The amount
the
capital
in this office at Four o'clock p.
was for all female troubles." Mrs. L. A. lowing copy
tion who are to act as such for the
No pulseless,
brown-facehope
Gay , hawk-eyethe.-eo- l
In is
eleven
now
dollars the Twenty-eightfile, and
ready
paid
day of February. first three months after the filing and
lialti-mor- e, original
1103
Kutlaud
man
a
each
later
ArgoStreet,
Corkuax,
theirs;
muddy
river's
of
the
tired
orr.
P
it to
($11).
A. D. 1911; Articles of Incorporation recording
Md.
of this certificate, are
naut,
tide,
he ' .cle thereof.
The par value of the shares is of The Santa Fe Realty company,
and
o'
therefrom
ceaseand
and
letters
Miguel A. Otero, A. B. Graham,
such
of
from
Hundreds
moth Given under
Or drawn by whispered, golden lures, Who from great dramas
a
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hT.d
one
Great
the
each.
dollar (1)
my
No. C702. and also, that I have com- j I
whose post office
Fuimer,
Jr.,
less cares outmove the golden ers expressing their gratitude for what
or beckoned by the prairies
The names and residences of the
Seal of the Territory of New
Lydia E. Finkham's Vegetable Com- The
pared the following copy of the same addresses are as aforesaid.
fleece he sought;
wide;
ico at the City of S;
Fe, th: owners of said shares are as fol- - with the original tnereor now on me.
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made
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pnwPr t0 m.lkp ind alter the
of
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Sect
been received by the Lyiiia K. l'inkham
lows:
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These first, and lightly down the wind And singlehanded
this
day
Capital,
and declare it to be a correct tran- !0this company shall be in the direct- Medicine Company. Lynn, Mass.
potent opportunity;
their songs float backward as
James R Simpson. Lawrence, Mass
March, A. D. 1911.
ors of the compativ, subject to am?nd- script tnereirom auu ui mc
with
hour
the
shamed
Nor
laggard
Ilos-1
NATHAN JAFFA.
share; William H. Canterbury.
they pass;
Younp; Girls, Heed This Advice. (Seal)
thereof.
ment or repeal by the stockholders.
naked
at
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quailed
deed;
So lightly they go that they leave
Secretary of New Mexico ton Mass., 1 share; Walter I. Wood- Given under my hand and the Great
Girls who are troubled with painful
we have
jN- WITNESS WHEREOF,
or irrecular periods, backache, head- hind scarce one dim footprint
STATE OF MAINE.
man, Newton, Maissi, 1 share; AlMexNew
of
j
of
Seal
the
hereunto set our hands and seals this
Territory
Tliw touched the Wilderness to ache, dragging-dow- n
on the grass.
sensations, faint- - Certificate of Organization of a Cor- bert. T. Howlett. Newton. Mass.,
ico, at the City of Santa Fe, the 2?th day of February, A. D. 1911.
flower; they gave the unvoiced mg spells or indigestion, should tako
fhare; Alphonso A. Wyman, Somer
And after them, lean, rugged, grim-onporation Under the General Law
' immediate action and be restored to
on this 2Sth day of Febru- - (Signed) MIGUEL A. OTEItO, (Seal)
Capital,
solitude
share; A. F. Dunham,
marked untrodden heights
The undersigned, officers of a cor- ville, Mass..
E.
l'inkliam's
'health
Vege-D. 1911
A.
JACOB H. Fl'LMER, Jr., (Seal)
Portland Portland, Maine,
to scan;
share; Charles H. ary,
tongue that spoke with master pow table Corf,pound. Thousands have been poration
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NATHAN JAFFA.
Seal
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Mass.,
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signers Hayes.
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The gray peak looking
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knew something kindred in the
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Write to ?.Irs. Ii!ikliam, Lynn,
)
Mass., Articles of Incorporation of the SanThe hands that Mass for
But ah, the cost!
for, duly held at the office of Ver-ril- l Farry C. Wiggin. Brookline,
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advice, free.
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Before me this 2Sth day of FebruThe undersigned persons do hereon Tuesday the third day Mass., 1 share; Ceoree II. Webster.
and of tears!
those lone wastes that seemed
to
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pmam.mmWBSXBBgte, ofPortland,
to wait,
The stern white faces of the dead that
January, A. D. 1911 hereby certify Haverhill, Mass., 1 share. Remain- by associate themselves together vir- ary, A. D. 1911, personally appean
A. Otero, J. H. Fuimer, Jr..
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tue of Chapter 79 of the laws passed and A. B .Graham, known to me to be
The name of said corporation Is
years!
germ of many an unborn state.
MINING
MEXICO
Said corporation is located at Port- tiv the Legislative Assembly of the the persons whose names are subBOSTON-NEland, in the County of Cumberland.
COMPANY.
Territory of New Mexico, approved scribed to the foregoing certifier.: e,
Told the Warden.
The number of directors is eleven March IT,, 1905, entitled "An Act to and acknowledged to me that they
of said corporation
The
purposes
A man from Colorado, who was
and their names are James E. Simp- Regulate the Formation and Govern- - and each of them signed and executed
o
f
ii,,
,i,..,ir v,.,t are
Walter ment of Corporations
to
and
for Mining, said certificate as his own free act
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son, William H. Canterbury,
To
own,
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mineral phonso A. Wyman, A. F. Dunham.
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iand traffio In mines
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and des Charles II, Hayes, N. W. Jordan. poses hereinafter set forth and to
I have
nature
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
kind,
every
matter quiet, for fear he would be
to acquire, own and Parry C. Wigrin, Charles Fleischer that end make and publish the follow hereunto signed my name and affixed
lined. Most of all, he did not want cription, and
possess and to buy and sell or other- and George It. Webster.
my notarial seal, the day and year
the game warden to hear of it.
ing Certificate of Incorporation.
The name of the clerk is Frederick
traffic in mill siI.
last above written.
A. wise to deal and
His business took him to the
water rights, rights Hale and his residence is Portland,
name of this comThe corporate
(Signed) JOHN W. MAYES.
McArthur store, and while waiting tes, town sites,
oil lands, farm- Maine.
shall be The Santa Fe Realty (Notarial Seal)
Notary Public.
for his turn to talk to the boss, he of way, timberlands,
pany
and terminal
The undersigned, William II. Can
My commission expires September
chatted with Sid Northwood. He told ing and grazing lands
Company.
under,
the
is
4
president;
terbury,
II.
IS, 1911.
about his luck shooting duck, but re-- : facilities.
To prospect, explore, develop, use signed Albert P. Howlett, is treaof
of business
No (1702,
ENDORSED:
The
place
principal
quested Sid to keep it quiet, as he did and work mines and mineral lands surer; and the widersn-nod- .
James E
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. C, Page 93,
not want the game warden to get onsaid company shall be the City of Sanof every nature and description and Simpson, William H. Canterbury, Al
of New Mexi- Articles of Incorporation of THE
to it.
Wyman ta Fe in the Territory
otherwise to extract or remove coal, bert D. Howlett. Alphoi.so
busi- - SANTA FE REALTY COMPANY.
"Well, you are talking to the ward-- ores, stone and. other materials and Walter I. Woodman, and
F. Dun co, and such other places of
ne'ss as the Board of Directors of the
Filed in Office of Secretary of New
en now," she told him. "I guess you
timber from lands.
4 p. m.
are up against, it. You have no liCompany may establish from time! Mexico, February 28, 1911
To prepare for concentration, r
and until
NATHAN JAFFA,
For
the
to
cense, and have confessed to a vio
present
time.
an
and
refining
duction, smelting
lation of the law.'
Sccreta ry.
until otherwise determined, the agent
to concentrate, reduce, smelt am
office in
The stranger was decidedly upset refine
In charge of the principal
Compared C. F. K. to J. O.
metals and minerals am
ores,
by the discovery, but he was a game to manufacture any articles consist
said City and Territory, upon whom Territory of New Mexico.
sport, and willing to take his mediOffice of the Secretary.
of anv civil process can be
service
of
the
in
or
products
part
wholly
cine. "How much is it?" he asked. ing
Certificate of Comparison.
Treasurer. had, shall be M. A. Otero.
and refining or to manuof
smelting
"Nothing, a warning this time" re- facture any other articles, the same
III.
W. IT. CANTERBURY.
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
'
"..:
plied Sid, "but don't let it happen to be by electrical or any other proALBERT D. HOWLETT,
' 'C
The objects for which the said cor-- j Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
asain." Wagon Mound Pantograph. cess; to buy and sell or otherwise to
WALTER I. WOODMAN,
poration is formed, are to acquire, certify that there was filed for record
JAMES E. SIMPSON,
deal or traffic in minerals, metals,
hold, purchase or lease, and to sell, in this office at Four o'clock p. m. on
It Costs but the People Must Have It.
dis-ALPHONSO A. WYMAN,
the Twenty-eightwood, timber and other
ores,
coal,
day of February,
convey, mortgage and otherwise
Then Fremont, leading Empire's way; The long grass hides the rutted trail
The El Paso Herald in commenting materials and
A. F. DUNHAM.
A. D. 1911; Certificate of Stockhold- town
and
townsites,
lots,
any products thereof,
of
where tracked those mighty
city
beside him, silent, dim,
pose
and
the
gambling
upon
racing going and merchandise, machinery and real
Directors. farms, ranches, land grunts, mines jers'
of The Santa
Fe
on in El Paso and across at Juarez, and
incidental to County of Cumberland, ss.
far-li- t
all other kind3 Realty Company, No. 6703, and also
and
low
and
property
fires
Whose
and
claims,
personal
pale,
camp
mining
Soul
to
the
claim
her own,
Unheralded
asserts that these things cost some the business herein referred to.
Portland, Me. January 3rd, A. D. and descriptions of real estate.
that I have compared the following
elude howe'er the vision scans
of the Awakening Weist;
like a half million yearly to To construct buildings, machinery,
thing
1911.
to
fit
the
shrunk
To establish townsites, to plat lay copy of the same, with the original
lost
That
horizon,
sum
is
carried
El
this
that
of
Behind above the thundering flight
Then personally appeared James E. off and open streets, alleys and parks, (thereof now on file, and declare it to
ships, boats, engines, cars and other
little roads that come and go, fromPaso;
the city and that nothing is equipment, reduction or
Bison vaguely beat
smelting Simpson, William H. Canterbury, Al- and to lay sidewalks, build houses be a correct transcript therefrom and
of greatness quit, that
ways
By
easy
giving in return for it. Roswell works, docks, elevators, saw mills, bert D. Howlett, Alphonso A. Wyman,
A murmur dominant with might, the
and improve- - 0f the whole thereof.
foot
and other buildings
may Daily Record.
any chance-drawdams Walter T. Woodman and A. F. Duncanals,
trample of a million feet.
locks,
flumes,
viaducts,
n-nl ! mv. Given under my hand and the Great
omi
know;
mems, ami iu ieaoe,
and waterways and to maintain and ham and severally made oath to the
That long gray trail! That path of Light trails and traffic o'er the dust
real estate
a
Seal of the Territory of New Mexdo
to
and
general
same,
case
of
common
insomnia
most
The
same and to sell or tcregoing certificate, that the same
fate! For gain or loss, for life
of them that were a braver is disorder of the stomach. Chamber- operate the
ico, at the City of Santa Fe. the' '
business.
is
true.
same.
of
the
otherwise dispose
or death.
and
maintain
conduct,
To construct,
Capital, on this 2Sth day of Februbreed;
lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets corBefore me. Charles D. Booth, Just
To construct, equip, improve, work.
i
own street railways and all franchis-- j
ary, A. D. 1911.
Forgotten in the careless lust for lar- rect these disorders and enable you develop, manage or control public ice of the Peace.
Driven by greed or hope or hate, it
NATHAN JAFFA.
es, privileges ana ngnts coiinecu-(Seal)
ger gain and lesser deed
to sleep.
For sale by all dealers.
STATE OF MAINE.
works, and conveniences of all kinds.
drew them to the latest breath; Mother of all the roads that hold powof New Mexico.
including depots, stations,
Secretary
therewith,
Office,
General's
January
piers
Attorney
docks, harbors,
including
It broke them to its giant mold; it
cars, car equip- Certificate of
of the
tracks,
er o'er men that makes or Territory of New Mexico.
plants,
shops,
1911.
A.
D.
4,
reservoirs, embankments,
wharves,
and telephone
seared their weakness to the
Santa Fe Realty Company.
mars!
Office of the Secretary.
I hereby certify that I have exa ment, and telegraph
drainage,
sewage,
improvements,
the street
The undersigned persons, who have
hone;
These lead to cities, lands, and gold-thiCertificate of Comparison. . ,
air pow- mined the foregoing certificate, and lines used in and about
sanitary water works,
telthis day associated themselves toled to the eternal stars!
It stripped them stark to sun and cold
refri- he same is properly drawn and sign railway business, and such other
and
water
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the er,
power,
lines as the gether to form a corporation, under
" h01plantr '
ding houses. fri. and Is conformable to the consti egraph and telephone
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby gerating
may deem and by virtue of Chapter 79 of the
the
four
of
company
directors
State.
of
the
laws
houses, tution and
certify that there was filed for record dwelMng houses,
Laws passed by the Legislative AsCHARLES P. BARNES,
proper.
in this office at Eleven o'clock a. m. wareuouses, marl;,sei1 absol stores,
ano sembly of the Territory of New Mextne casf.ngs, tunTo build, erect, construct
Asst. Attorney General
on the Second day 13 March, A. D. factories and pi in
reservoirs ico, approved March 5th, 19'5 enJ wo,;;' and all other
maintain and operate
STATE 'OF MAINE.
1911; Certificate Def Fe.dng Agent nels, bridges,
POLITICS AND
water power plants, dams .ditches. titled 'An Act to Regulate the Forma
of works or conveyances of public use Office of Secretary of State.
and Principal Place egzBusiness
I hereby certify that the foregoing acequias, canals, aqueducts for irriga tion and Government of Corporations
Boston-NeMexico fre ng Company, or utility, subject .oowevyr to the
a true copy from the records of tion purposes, and to supply water for Mining, Manufacturing, Industrial
is
contained.
QMBBHESBBHJBI HKBBRlBUUB2HflHnBI W&XWMBBUBUSBtr
herein
w'il6707.
provisions
N.
A For
in New Mexico.
office.
other
or
this
for the irrigation of lands, and for and other purposes," for thet object
7To
for,
purchase,
apply
the State of
eign Corporation frv
In testimony whereof, I have cau- manufacturing and domestic uses.
and purposes set forth In said articles,
that J lave compared wise acquire any contracts or con
and
also,
Maine,
or do hereby certify and declare that
And we hope it will fail. It is 30
to legislative or sed the seal of the State to he herelease
cessions
To
Ready for Spoils.
by
purchase,
of-- ' the
acquire
(subject
with
same,
the following copy
otherwise all necessary water rights, there shall be no stockholders' liabilAnticipating statehood, and a gen- much nicer to feel that we live the original thereof now on file, and governmental authority when and unto affixed.
Given under my hand at Augusta, reservoirs and dam sites, and to mine, ity In said corporation on account
where necessary) for in relation to
eral election, a gang of political pi- among real, men, instead of things declare
to
be
a
'correct
it
transcript
rates has been organized, with head- that a political boss in Las Vegas
the construction, execution, carrying ibis sixteenth day of February in the mill, teduce and smelt ores of all of any stock issued, or that may
herefrom and of the whole thereof.
quarters in Las Vegas, the purpose can lead around by a ring in the nose. Given under my hand and the Great out, equipment, improvement, man year of Our Lord one thousand nine kinds.
hereafter be issued, by said corporaof which is to farm out the offices in We do not believe the hundreds of
s
agement, administration or control of hundred and eleven and in the one
To construct, maintain and own tion,
Mexof
New
of
Seal
the
Territory
year of the wagon roads and pipe lines, and to
Mora county and San Miguel, and to intelligent Republicans in this county
public works and conveniences and to hundred and thirty-fiftand seals,
our
hands
WITNESS
the
of
Santa
the
at
Fe,
City
ico,
establish a political ring to control will stand around like bumps on a log
execute, carry out dispose Independence of the United States of build mills, and operate electric manu this the 2Sth day of February, A. D.
on this Second day of March, undertake,
of or otherwise turn to account the America.
things. That is one of the reasons and wait some "leader" in Las Ve Capital,
1911.
facturing plants.
A. D. 1911.
CYRUS W. DAVIS.
Mora county cannot have a senator. gas to tell them who to nominate,
same.
(Signed)
and to execute
To
borrow
money,
(Signed) MIGUEL A. OTERO,
NATHAN
JAFFA,
(SEAL)
It is united with San Miguel county,1 and how to vote.
To purchase or otherwise acquire,
Secretary of State. notes,
and other
JACOB H. FULMER, JR.
mortgages
bonds,
Mexico.
of
New
Secretary
in order that the county on the south
One thing is certain; if such a deal
issue, sell, place and deal in shares (SEAL OP STATE OF MAINE)
A. B. GRAHAM,
nf Indebtedness or deeds of
Boston-NeMexico
of
the
can name the man.
Statement
COPY.
secuand
debenures
is attempted, the Pantagraph will not
stocks, bonds,
trust of the corporation to secure the TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO, )
While we believe that the people be a party to
Mining Company.
(Name of Corporation.)
rities of all kinds anu to give any
it, and we believe we
)
same, and to operate and carry on a
Boston-NeCom
of this county are fully able to run know our readers well enough to say
Mexico Mining
This association duly incorporated guaranty or security for the payment
or manufacturing business
COUNTY OF SANTA FE.
)
mercantile
their own affairs, we also believe that that they are not the kind of men under the aws of the State of Maine, telephone company and gas and eiec- pany,
Before me this 2Sth day of Februor to carry on any other business
unless they are watchful, they will who can be hog tied and sold for a and desiring to transact business in of dividends or interest thereon or Cumberland, ss.
deemed necessary by the directors of ary, A, D., 1911, personally appeared
have mighty little to say as to who
the Territory of New Mexico, makes otherwise in relation thereto, but
Registry of Deeds.
price. Wagon Mound Pantagraph.
the corporation in connection with Miguel A. Otero, J. H. Fuimer, Jr.,
m.
the officers of the county shall be
9
h.
15
at
Received
1911,
authorJan. 5,
the following statement:
nothing herein contained shall
the business and purposes of the and A. B. Graham, known to me to be
Already promises of office have been
The name of the organization is: ize the corporation to carry on or a. m.
The New Mexican Prlnfflng com
Vol.
made, in exchange for support. How
43
209.
Boston-Nein
Recorded
a
corporation in the Territory of New the persons whose names are subbusiness
Mexico
of
in
the
guaranty
Company.
Page
engage
Mining
pany has prepared civil and criminal
scribed to the foregoing certificate,
the gang can promise a man an office dockets
ofor
Mexico, or elsewhere.
Attest.
of
its
The
company.
locatiton
security
registered
especially for the use of Jus
VI.
when the people are supposed
and acknowledged to me that they
to tices of the
FRANK L. CLARK,
To carry on the business of con
are especial fice in New Mexico is: Cerrillos, San
They
peace.
nominate the candidates, is for the
The amount of the capital stock of and each of them signed and executed
railroads
of
and
struction
of
operation
name
the
ta
and
the
Register.
Fe
in
with
County,
ly ruled,
printed headings,
A true copy of record.
ng to answer.
the said company shall be one hund- the said certificate as his own free act
either Spanish or English, made of agent in charge of such office upon and aiding in the construction thereThe unfortunate part of the affair
other
of
thousand dollars ($100,000.00), and deed, for the uses and purposes
of
business
red
Attest:
and
the
any
record paper, strongly and dur whom process against the corporation
is the attitude the gang takes in good
FRANK L, CLARK,
divided into one thouaand shares of therein set forth.
with leather back and may be served is: Alfred P. Towne, means of transportation, and to carry
bound,
ably
on the business of a telegraph and
considering this county. They say covers and canvas sides, hall full Cerrillos, New Mexico.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have
Regist" the value of one hundred dollars
and believe, and act upon the belief Index in front end the fees of Justices
STATE OF MAINE.
($100.00) each share, and the capital hereunto signed my name and affixed
The amount of authorized capital trical company, such business to be
that they can buy enough politicians of the
Office of Secretary of 3:ate,
carried on however only in other
stock of this corporation with which my notarial seal, the day and year
and constables printed stock is: $1,500,000.
here to get what they want. They In full peace
states and jurisdictions when and
August, Jany. 6, 1911.
it shall commence business shall be last above written.
on the first page. The pages
of
Is
amount
The
capital
actually
have long boasted that Mora county are 10
Received and filed this day.
Two Thousand Dollars ($2,000.00).
inches. These books are sued and outstanding is: $1,500,000. where permissible under the laws
(Signed) JOHN W. MAYES,
thereof.
polities are made in Las Vegas, and made up in civi) and criminal dockets,
Attest:
V.
Seal)
Notary Public.
(Notarial
of
to
be
character
business
The
a
byword, separate of 39
A. I. BROWN.
To apply for, register, purchase
although it has long been
or with transacted in New Mexico is: acquir
The names and post office addresMy commission expires September
each,
pages
the people here do nothing to refute both civil and criminal hound in one
lease or otherwise to acquire and to
Secretary of State. ses of the said incorporators, and IS, 1911.
ing, developing and working mines hold, use, own, operate and introduce,
the slander.
Recorded in Vol. 75 Page 449.
book, 80 paea civil and 320 pages and mineral
ENDORSED:
number of shares of stock for which
lands, and concentrating,
Although wa have not been taken criminal. To introduce them
No. 6703.
they are reducing, smelting and refining ores, and to sell, assign or otherwise to Endorsed:
they do hereby subscribe respectively
into the confidence of the gang, we offered at the
trade
No. 6706.
dispose of any
of the said capital
amount
following prices
Vol. 6, Page 95,
Cor.
and
Rec'd.
the
as
and
and
other
metals
is
minerals;
learn that the Republican party
Civil or Criminal
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 6, Page 96.
names,
patents, inventions, copy$2.71
stock with which said corporation
Certificate of Stockholders'
the one to be debauched. Not that Combined Civil and Criminal .. 4.00 wise specified in the certificate of
Incorof
Articles
of
and
Certified
processes
copy
rights, improvements
shall commence business, are aa folof THE SANTA FE REALMexico Minthey believe in the Republican party,
For 45 centi additional ior a Blngls
used in connection with or secured poration of Boston-NeTY COMPANY.
lows:
said
WITNESS
IN
but rather because they believe that docket, or 65 cent additional for
the
WHEREOF,
under letters patent of the United ing Company.
a
Filed in Office of Secretary of New
Miguel A. Otero, whose post office
MEXICO
MININO States or elsewhere
party, being the stronger, offers bet combination docket, they will be sent BOSTON-NEor otherwise
Filed in Office of Secretary of New address
is Santa Fe, New Mexico, Mexico, February 28, 1911; 4 p. m.
ter picking. When there is a graft in by mall or prepaid express. Cash In COMPANY has caused its name to and to use, exercise, grant licenses Mexico, March 2, 1911; 11 A. M.
NATHAN JAFFA,
subscribes for five shares of said
NATHAN JAFFA,
sight, all parties look alike to the full must accompany
order. 8tata be hereunto subscribed and its cor- in respect thereof or otherwise to
stock.
Secretary.
to
be
affixed
hereto
and
whether
seal
turn to account any such trade
grafters.
plainly
Secretary '
English or Spanish porate
J. H. Fuimer, Jr., whoBe post office
Compared C. F. K. to J. O.
We believe the scheme will fail, printed heading is wanted;
these presents to be executed by Its marks, patents, copyrights, licenses,
Compared C. F. K, to M. H.
Pretndent and Secretary, this
day of February, A. P.. 1911.
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Seeds Seeds

MONDAY,

eight highly colored patriotic pictures
thrown on the screen. At the close,
the audience was dismissed by Rev.

a

;
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:

.

Seeds, Onions Sets etc.

s

-

Sweet Pea and Nasturtium Seeds
in bulk, mixed and separate colors.

F. Andrews

F,

Phone No.4.
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and

there such an exquisite display in so many
both useful and
desijms--lornamental pieces in both
Never was
a

flrAd
VP

I

and

Sijy

As we have in

er

our Store.

Jl

ST THE THING FOR GIFTS

Manufacturing Jeweler.

S. SPITZ,

L!NK-Y0U'VE-
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The
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Go in easily-d-

GUARANTEED

NOT TO

COME
11.

FIRST

IN AND

Reliable Jeweler"
San Francisco St.
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SATISFACTION

HACK SERVICE

HAVE THEM.

LET ME SHOW YOU

corm r.K'S HACK

CLASS

fact-ever-

n

BREAK.

fV.

H

,5

not muss or break
one

the button hole-iwearing cuffs MUST

the way cf Cuff Buttons

ASSURED

1INE

THFonoRE
RRIOK.

Pros

popliu pJcbs Bnggies and Saddle Horses

ian.

after-effec-

The Ingredients, 'aa attested under oath, are Stone root (Colllosonla CanadenQolden Seal root (Hydrastis Canadensis), Bloodrootroot
iSanpitnarla Canadensis),Black
sis), Queen's
(.btillinxia Sylrallca),
(Prunus Virginiana),
Mandrake root (Podophyllum Peltatum), with Chcrrybork
triple reiined clvcerine, prepared
in a scientific laboratory in a way that no druggist
could imitate.
This tonic contains no alcohol to shrink up the red blood corpuscles ; but, on
the other hand, it increases their number and they become round and healthy.
It helps the human system in the constant manufacture of rich, red blood. It
helps the stomach to assimilate or take up the proper elements from the food,
and many uncomthereby helping digestion and curing dyspepsia, heart-bur- n
fortable symptoms, stops excessive tissue waste in convalescence from fevers ;
for the
anaemic,
people, the " Discovery " is refreshing
and vitalizing. Stick to this safe and sane remedy, and refuse all " just as good "
offered by the druggist who is looking for a larger profit. Nothing
Kit Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery will do you half as much good.

for
Sierra county,
saying CHIEF CLERK TRAVERS
PROMPTLY DISMISSED.
"naughty" things about the board of
county commissioners.
&
Sold Thousand
Sheep Shaw
Washington, March 6. Arthur M
Longbottom of Sierra county have sold Travers, chief clerk to the third as1,000 head of the Donaldson sneep to sistant postmaster
general was di&
J. H. Latham. Only $1.25 per head missed from the service
today
was paid.
General Hitchcock, who
Old
Dead
"Sheba"
in
a
statement declared that Travers
Prospector
Hearst, an old prospector of Kingston, had been guilty of manipulating postSierra county, died last week.'He was age stamps for his own financial
in his tir.e a noted character In Ne- benefit.
vada, a chum of Mark Twain and figured in the latter's book "Roughing COLORADO LEGISLATURE
It."
STILL IN DEADLOCK
boro,

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.

try

Denver, April 6. There was no
election in today's senatorial ballot.

A FINE TOILET SET

Dill-ma- n

j

THE MISSING

o,

Weak Heart

Calif
Caroline Lemmon Dead Carolina
Lemnion, a colored woman who lived
here many years, died here Saturday
at the age of 75. She was a widow
and lived on San Francisco street.
Her funeral took place yesterday and
interment was :;u'de it Rosario ceme-

Traveling Auditor C'narls V. SafforU
Famous in France That the cliff
You will find Jap-- lac at GOE- - is ?t Rot tn sfr:'vV
i;i the affair.;
dwellings attract aMemien even in
P.ELS.
fiance is imihaied uy !k. fact that
Mixed Pets Is a comedy and a good ihaige of the bank
!te hank! W. 1). Shea, district passenger agent
'? ;lo!vcrT.
one. At the Elks toii'ght.
oil ib
O. a H. G., t.i i; received a
Mouteza-mCommunication
Regular
Lack of Crossin;.-.;- .it
Vega"
from Sarcrllos. Fraice. for a
request
Lodge, A. F. & A. II., will hold a "The city is relit vim-- :
poraiily th" copy of the D. & V.. G. publication on
regular communication this evening Jack of crossings on several of the the Pajarito park ruins. 20 tiles west
at. s o'clock.
streets by filling in with layers of of Santa Fe.
Papago baskets at best prices ever cinders. This has made walking much
Found Dead in '.a .Cave Bernard
offered in Santa
at Santa Fe Trail more comfortable for those who use
Baca, a sheepherder, was found dead
Curio Co. Few days only.
no
are
the streets on which there
in a cave in the Mai Pais, seven miles
This evening crossings.
Board of Education
It is explained that the northwest of Carrizozo, Lincoln counof
the monthly meeting
the board of lack of crossings is due to the neglieducation will be held at the high gence of property owners to start a ty. No food was found in the man's
nchool building.
'movement for the building of these hut nearby and it is believed he
died of starvation. In his wallet was
Dr. Charles necessary improvements.
Death of Physician
The city
Howe Bradley, for the past fifteen has a standing agreement to pay one-ha- found f 2.27 in cash and a partluo conyears a resident of Las Vegas, died
the construction cost of all cross tract for the herding of 100 sheep.
White Slave Traffic in New Mexico
there of pneumonia.
walks while the property owners are
Two immigration officers of El Paso,
New Long Distance Telephone Wire. required to pay the other half." Las
who have been in the city several
A force of the Colorado
Telephone Vegas Optic.
days quietly conducting an investigaCompany this morning began stretchChange of Program at the Elks toing ; new No. S copper circuit from night. Temptation of Sam Tiuttle, Mix- tion, left in charge of Bessie Buadiet,
otherwise known as Birdie Abbott, a
Santa Fa to Las Vegas.
ed Pets, and Counting House Mystery.
French woman, who it is alleged,
Telegraph Lines in Trouble All Show at 8 o'clock.
was imported for immoral purposes.
the telegraph lines out of Santa Fe One
FranDay's Court at El Paso
There was another woman whom the
were in trouble today. The Western cisco Morales
chargi'd with disturb- officers wanted
uepoited, but she had
Union on account of the heavy rains,
ing the peace of "1 Paso was fined
The At'hotfc woman will
and the Postal on account of repairs SliO. C. Alvarez
and J. P. Catro were disappeared.
He deported to her native country.
to the telephone line. In consequence held for
R. L.
police investigation.
Associated Press news filtered in Wethered was indicted for forgery; Silver Ciiy 'Enterprise.
Basket Ball Game What proved to
slowly and sparsely.
Milan Chavez for burglary; St. Steven
Three Deaths at Albuquerque Re- Massey for theft from the person; be a most exciting game of basketbecca Sido, aged two years, died of Juan Marin and Martin Ornelas are ball was played last Saturday afternoon at the High School Athletic
the measles at Albuquerque. William charged with
burglary; P. Lopez was
Sucher, aged 27 years, died of tuber- bound over in $300 bond for theft; rooms between the second team of the
culosis, and Charles A. Scroggins, Merced Gonzales was held under $200 Santa Fe High School and the Deaf
aged "5 years, also died of consump- bond for assault to murder. The and Dumb school. The game was a
tion. His home was at Gillespie, Illi- case of Louis Bench vs. The
battle from start to finish and it was
Stag
nois.
Canon Fuel Company of Dawson, Col-- . simply luck that won the game for
the High School boys. "They certainSee It Tonight. It's a horse race at fax
county, for $18,ooo damages re-- !
the Elks.
suited in a mistrial.
Beth Allen. R. ly gave us a tough game," said
Answer Fire Alarm Quickly This L. Vv'ethered and Edward Walsh, were
Kinsell, captain of the High
School team, "and I must say that
10
morning at 7 minutes before
given two years each for forgery; P.
us the hottest game we've
o'clock the fire alarm was sounded on Esparza, B.
Holguin, P. Moreno and they gave
the gong. All the pupils marched out G. Quiros were given two years each ever played; in fact most of our boys
were 'down
out' after the second
of the building to music played on the for
burglary, Holguin going to the half." The and
final score was 39 to 26
piano, and back again to their work reformatory as he is a mere boy.
in favor of the High School.
in less than four minutes, not a word
C.
E.
Services
at Presbyterian
Abel Will Put on Padlock in Future.
having been heard spoken by the Church Although
was
no
there
Abel Chaves was fined $5 at Hills- pupils.
preaching services at the Presbyterian
Up to 52 Yesterday And still the church last
night, the house was well
mercury climbs. The mercury went filled for the Christian Endeavor servNEW MEXICO CORPORATION
.down as low as 39 and the average ices. The first part of the meeting
relative humidity was 7S per cent. consisted of the
LAWS, RULES AND FORMS.
regular discussion of
'The lowest temperature during last the subject in which
a number
quite
night was 40 degrees and the precipi-- ; took part. As Miguel Rodriguez and Published September, 1910. All Laws on
tation for 24 hours ending at 6 a. m. Harold
Stephens were delegates to the all Classes of Corporations on Banking.
today was 0.03 of an inch of rain. Yes-- i New Mexico Christian Endeavor con-e
Railroads, etc.
terday was generally cloudy with light vention which was held at Alhuquer-- ; Irrigation, Mining',
Rules and Forms for Filing.
showers during the forenoon and last
que last week, a most interesting and
Statehood does not affect this book
night. On Saturday the temperature extensive account of the convention
ranged from 30 to 51 degrees.
as
Territorial laws remain in force
Harold
Stephens. The
(was given by
1 Killed in Mining Shaft Filomeno - next on the program was "The Life of under state constitution. There will
Sepulveda, employed at the Eighty- Paul" illustrated by beautifully color-' e no revision for three years.
:Jfive mine near Lordsburg,
Grant ed pictures thrown on the screen,
county, was found dead at the bob each of which was
explained and de-- '
jtom of the stope in which he had scribed by Miss Irma Stephens who
Write for Circular.
jbeen wprking. He fell from a
the meeting in charge; this was
ten feet high. His skull was jhad
followed by the audience singing
C.
KANEN Santa Fe, M. N
crusnea ana nis neck broken. Sepul- - "America" which was illustrated
by

MAKCM

Many people suffer from weak hearts. Thev miv eDeri- ence shortness of breath on exertion, pain over the heart,
or dizzy feelings, oppressed breathing after meals or their
eyes become blurred, their heart is not sufficiently strong
to pump blood to the extremities, and they have cold hands
and feet, or poor appetite because of weakened blood supply
to the stomach. A heart tonic and alterative should be taken
which has no bad
t.
Such is Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery, which contains no dangerous narcotico
nor alcohol.

A. M. Danely of Los Angeles,

l

All kinds of Garden and Fiower

No. 4.

veda was 23 years of age and leaves
a wife and a child. The coroner's
CITY TOPICS
jury brought in a verdict of accidental death.
Roy Bank Closes Word has been
received at Santa Fo from Roy, Mora
6.
X
Santa Fe, X. M., March
county, that the Roy Trust and SavThe forecast is cloudy with
ings bank failed to open its doors on
rain or snow in north portion X last Friday. It is r ported that the
tonight or Tuesday. Colder
bank will be taken over either by
tonight.
the Federal bank of Tueumcari or
the First National hank of that city.
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Is as essential to you home as
your furniture. .It is part of your

furniture. It is a mark of culture
and an article of comfort and con
venience. Let us show your our
line. :t J: :: :: :: :: ::
5

Com-plet-

935 Pages, $7.00

Visit Jjlr Chinaware Department.
The Santa Fe Hardware

&

Supply Co.
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There ,rare 72 new Spring and Summer

stylesthe

pick of the

latest creations in the

w

V.

The complete new Spring and Summer line of the celebrated American Ladies
Tailoring Company is now on display at our store.
It is the largest and most authentic array of the very newest styles and fabrics ever attempted, and under no conditions should you fail to come and inspect this magnificent
exhibit of America's greatest style authority and master
tailors of women's fashionable made-t- order garments.
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Come at Once

fashion centres of the world. There are 278
atammamvmn'mmiKriniassa
mnjii mwiittn I'ntrmrimi
iiuiinmmij
absolutely guaranteed fabricsthe newest
and best for this season's wear.
And as their exclusive representative here we are in a position to place this entire master tailoring organization at your
immediate service to solve the wearisome dress problem for you in a way that you will be POSITIVELY DELIGHTED more
than merely satisfied with the result.
n
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So don't miss such an exceptional opportunity as this.
Come at once and see for yourself just what is latest and best in woman's dress- - Note what all the fashionable
You won't
women in the large cities are now wearing.
obligate yourself to buy in any way, and you will received hints and suggestions for you new Spring ontfit that you will
BE SURE TO COME EARLY-WHI- LE
be mighty glad indeed to get.
THE COMPLETE
LINE IS STILL UNBROKEN.

THE BIG
STORE.

NATHAN

THE BIG
STORE.

